5/19/2021
11:00am at El Morro Events Center, 210 S Second Street
Streamed for the public @cityofgallup on Facebook
Staff Facilitator: Jennifer Lazarz, Tourism & Marketing Manager, jlazarz@gallupnm.gov
Committee Members: Cindy Tanner (chair), Jeremy Boucher, Anna Connell, Jason Arsenault, Ken
Riege
Applicants with applications for review are invited to attend in person but must RSVP.

A. Roll Call
B. Approval Of Minutes From May 6, 2021
Documents:
LODGERS TAX UPDATE MAY 2021.PDF
LODGERS TAX MINUTES MAY 9.PDF
LT EVENT ATTENDANCE AND DAYS.PDF
FY20 PART 4 OF 5 GRANT REQUESTS CHART.PDF

C. Discussion And Action: Review And Recommendation For Grants FY 22, Round 1
Review of applications submitted by May 18, 2021, in consideration for funding from the
Lodgers Tax Grant Program. After review, the committee will make funding
recommendations that will be presented to council by the Tourism and Marketing
Manager on May 25th.
Total Grant Program Budget for FY22: $130,000

D. Motion To Adjourn

Lodger’s Tax Committee Meeting Minutes

May 9, 2021

Meeting called to order at 11:10 by Chairwoman Cindy Tanner
A. Roll Call: In attendance at 11:10 am Anna Connell, Cindy Tanner and Jason Arsenault. Ken Riege arrived at 11:20am.
Jeremy Boucher, absent. Attendance at 11:10 met quorum.
B. Approval of Minutes from February 9, 2021. A motion was made by Anna and seconded by Jason. There was no discussion
Anna, Cindy, and Jason voted in favor of approval, Ken Riege had not arrived at this point in time.
C. Work Session: Grant Programs. Jennifer then introduced City Attorney Curtis Hayes. Jennifer briefed the committee that
there has been a lot of discussion surrounding the eligible uses of Lodgers Tax and he is here to discuss this with the
committee.
Mr. Hayes presented the following: When folks go to a lawyer, they want a concrete answer: this is okay, this is not okay. If you ever
go to a lawyer who ever has an answer, I would be concerned that the lawyer didn’t do this research because there are so many areas
where we are just guessing about how the court might rule, or guessing about how the state auditor might view something or guessing
how the attorney general might view something. So I’m going to tell you what I believe, what I think the rules are and how I believe the
court would view it if this were at court, but it is one individual’s opinion. My opinion is based on the attorney general and what the
courts have said about the anti-donation clause. The lodger’s tax statute has absolutely no case law.
Two legal tasks that funding has to pass:
1. Does it fall within the statutory guidelines from the NM legislature in the act? The problematic language is where the act says
“advertise, publicize, and promote” event. One of the rules of statutory construction is that when you have words with multiple
meetings you look at what was the underlying purpose of this act. The handbook that the hospitality association put together,
that the auditor’s office has said ‘this is the official guide’ is that the underlying purpose is putting heads in beds, that you are
drawing visitors from outside the area. That is where the money is coming from- Lodger’s. I think you can keep in mind that
that’s what the legislature is saying, that when you “advertise, publicize, and promote” that those expenditures are designed
to draw in visitors that are going to stay the night.
2. Anti-donation Clause: there is a lot of case law on it and a lot of Attorney General’s opinions on it. Basically it says that with
few limited exceptions, any state government agency within New Mexico cannot give something of value (that means a thing
or a service) to a private entity without getting something in return (or from a legal perspective, without consideration). To
give you an example, why I’m concerned about some expenditures of the past.
The Dona Ana county commission wanted to use part of their general fund to provide a community meal that they would just serve food
to people in the community, and it would be a big community event. That's a great idea. You know, you've got community bonding
that's going on. You've got just a esprit de corps of sense of Dona Ana county. We're all together. We're all citizens, you know, let's do
something together. And so they were concerned about, "well, we're going to get in trouble for this?" And so they wrote to the Attorney
General's office and asked for an opinion, and the Attorney General's opinion basically said although the county proposed allocation of
public funds for a community meal, my survey valuable community purpose, it would violate the anti-donation clause as express
prohibition against allocating public funds for a private event benefit without consideration.
So basically all they're giving people is whatever the value of that deal is, $5, $10. But what the attorney general is saying is that
basically, it doesn't matter what the value is to a particular entity. If it's, if you're not getting something in return, then it violates the
state constitution. Okay. And so you have the state constitution up here, you've got the lodger's tax act here. That's why you've got to
have an experience. You're passing both tests because even though the lodger's tax act may be interpreted to say, 'we can do this', you
can't do something that violates the constitution no matter what the lodger's tax act says. Okay. So that's kind of the legal perspective,

but I was asked to look at, what are some of the expenditures? We also have some guidance from the audit that was done of the things
that were going on down in Las Cruces now the issue with the Las Cruces audit is that 90% what's in here is addressing behavior that
was just corrupt criminal. Way beyond questionable, there was just no doubt that this would just criminal behavior that was going on.
10% is kind of addressing those, those gray areas where we're really not sure. One of the things that they did talk about in this was
let's talk about, I think these are really the four kinds of expenditures that fall into a grey area.
One is the use of city employees to support in that manner. What was going on in Las Cruses is that a shell organization that basically
been created that had no volunteers had, is providing no labor at all. And essentially city employees were operating the shell
organization. That was, they were doing everything, they were running the event. They were doing all the marketing for the advanced
that we're selling. I mean, they were doing, they were running the event clearly.
That is a violation of Anti-donation because you're using taxpayer dollars to run this event. But what they didn't address here is that in
any event, that is going to be happening on a government facility, at Red Rock Park or any other city park, you're going to have types of
support activities that we always provide. Now, police and fire protection, not a problem, because those are specifically mentioned in
lodger’s tax as legitimate expenditures. Okay. But does, can the city provide, without costs, the kinds of things that we would do for any
event in getting, for example, just getting the facility ready to conduct an event. I mean, we're going to go out there, we're going to
explain it up. If it's a rodeo, we're going to do some prep work on the ground, those sorts of things. And I don't think that the attorney
general, and again, I'm just, it's my best guess on how the court would rule, but it's my best guess that a court would say, yeah, we
expect that the city is going to maintain its parks and the city is going to provide support above and beyond perhaps what you might
normally do. For example, at Red Rock Park, when you've an activity on it, you're going to have more staff during that event. So where
do you cross that line into where it's, it's getting in trouble? Like the folks in Las Cruses did? I think there's some stuff that we clearly
would recognize its okay for the city to do. But on the other hand, m know for example, when George left and I still had Tania Martinez
as my legal assistant. We were basically running the Best of the Best rodeo and Tania was putting an enormous amount of time into
reservations for the camp, ground, selling tickets, and things like that. In retrospect, I think that's a problem. George would go out, you
know, drive the golf cart, but George was volunteering. His time was cause he loved the event, but I think there is a line where it, it
goes beyond the kind of support that would be within what's generally expected that we're going to do that just to maintain our facility.
I don't know that we've got a lot of that going on anymore with any of our events where we had staff really doing things for the event.
Jennifer: Yeah, the gray areas that we've run into historically have been assembling the arena for the bull riding needed to make sure
that everything was within the contract and that is being addressed as we speak. Other things include if city personnel can't take
tickets, can't operate gates for events. Especially in this COVID environment, it is not the responsibility of the city employees to enforce
the COVID safe practices. The event organizer is responsible for enforcing whatever the most recent COVID safe practices are done. All
Around New Mexico designated by the governor. Does that make sense?
Cindy Tanner: But then there's the fact too, and you know, I'm understanding what you're saying. You take Ceremonial, for instance,
you have several city employees getting that ready, but you also have an abundance of volunteers that will finish the job. And even
some of those getting workers, because I've experienced that with city workers that have worked there, they will be off the clock, but
continued to do the volunteering.
Curtis Hayes: So that's absolutely fine. As long as there's no pressure coming from anybody in the city, like a supervisor in that you're
going to volunteer your time. Because that was going on in Las Cruces where people were volunteering their time past the 40 hours.
And they felt like they really didn't have a choice. If it's truly volunteer, absolutely not, but it's going be true. Volunteers volunteer. I
don't think we've had that where any supervisory level person from the city as pressured somebody over time. It's certainly not been
reported.
Anna Connell: I just think if this is something did that, we lay it all out. So then in the future, there's no gray area, you know me. Yeah.
Jennifer: This is the importance of having this discussion. Maybe some of these items like this one, they're not terribly contentious. It's
more like, this is good for you guys to know that some of these events that are lodger's tax funded. And, and it's just good for the public
to be aware of the constraints of the city personnel. You know, we have a policy at the El Morro Theatre that the personnel are not

allowed to assist with unloading of vehicles for music or entertainment, because we do not want to absorb the liability if the equipment
comes down, you know? And so that's the event organizers just have to understand that this is, you know, out of respect to your
equipment and your property that we're not choosing to do that for you. So they have to just be up front.
Curtis Hayes: Yeah. I think that's a good point, which is our contracts need to be better about drawing that. And as long as, as long as
the contract clearly draws the line, I don't think most people are going to be equivalent about where they just want to know what are
the rules, what can I expect in the way of support from city staff and what am I going to have to do myself,
Cindy Tanner: Right. Get the job done. Okay.
Curtis Hayes: The second one that is somewhat discussed in the Las Cruces audit is just general event costs, administrative costs. And
that they said is clearly not within the guidelines of the Lodger's and tax act. And it doesn't fall within advertising publicizing and
promoting, and it doesn't fall within the half a dozen other specific types of expenditures that are authorized. You know, I was not
familiar with this [New Mexico Hospitality Lodger's Tax Handbook] until about a month ago when Jennifer brought this to my attention.
It's a well done piece of work I've really been impressed with. It's easy to read, it's accurate.
Jennifer: What I'll do for you in the all, is though I did email it to a while though, just for public note on this recording, I will upload this
handbook to the city by website as well. So under lodger's tax on the city website, you'll be able to see this is handbook he's
referencing. It was put together in a partnership between the state of New Mexico Tourism Department and the New Mexico
Hospitality Association. I had the pleasure of being on the committee actually that helped draft the book. Because this has been a prior
of mine, and the City of Gallup to have as much transparency as possible.
Curtis Hayes: Sometimes well done stuff like this gets done, but then it's not maintained and, and somebody's gotta be responsible for
just keeping it up to date.
Jennifer: In fact, the deputy cabinet secretary of the tourism department did state that it is a priority of theirs as well. So they're taking
over, especially in these kinds of conversations, because we're here progressive as a destination to approach our Lodger's Tax and
they're very happy for us.
Curtis Hayes: All right. So the other two areas, I think these are probably the most problematic promotional materials that are either
giveaways or sold and prizes. So let's talk about just giveaways. Is a t-shirt that advertises Gallup, a promotional material, is that
advertising publicizing and promoting? And I think there's an argument that says, yes, it is promotional material but I think there's,
there's two issues that you need to think about. One is the issue of does that kind of promotional material really fall within the general
intent of the lodger's tax act, which is to attract visitors that are going to spend the night, from some distance away and without having
any kind of data to support it. I'd be hard pressed to go to court and say, yeah, we're attracting visitors from Albuquerque because they
want to come and get a free t-shirt. I mean, honestly. Now the other argument is as well, they're going to take that teacher back and
they're going to wear it around. And again, I would be hard pressed to say that somebody is at Walmart and see somebody wearing a
Gallup t-shirt and says, you know, I'm going to go. Never thought it would before till I saw your t-shirt. But more importantly, I think you
have to look at it from the perspective of what the attorney general said in the Las Cruces and the Dona Ana county community meal
case. Anything that you are giving away that you're not getting something in return for is a violation of anti-donation, according to that
opinion said now, again, attorney General's opinions, don't have the force of law that that a court case with them. And so it's just one
lawyer's opinion.
It's actually two lawyers’ opinions things, because it's the lawyer in the attorney General's office who wrote it, and it's the attorney
general who's signed off on them, says, I agree, but who's going to come after us potentially. If somebody complains about the way
we're spending launch that it's either going to be a state auditor or it's going to be the attorney general. So even though it doesn't have
the force of law, it makes you a little nervous when the attorney general is saying, giving away free food at a community event, violates
anti-donation. We told you that five years ago, and here you are giving away whatever it is, we're spending in promotional materials.
So am I saying you can't do it- not a hundred percent because I don't know, a hundred percent how important you are this, but the
tendency of lawyers is to be conservative? Not politically but when interpreting the law. And so if you have limited resources, you have

limited funding available, and you have things that you can spend your funding on that are clearly allowable, and you have things that
you can spend your money on that are questionable and might get you in trouble... Why push into that gray area, unless you're feeling
pretty strong enough, mnless you feel like you're going to be a test case, mnless you feel like it's so important that you're willing to
take that risk.
Jason Arsenault: Couldn't you say the same argument about like the billboard ad or a print ad? I mean, it has the event, like let's say
event, like in the gallery during let's say the event is September 24th, the magazine came out September 1st. Somebody finally sees it
September 30th. So the events already happen. They see the event being promoted and then they say, well, I missed it, but then it's
advertised for next year. Maybe I'll look into it. I mean, you could make the same about a prize or something that you have the Gallup
[logo].
Curtis Hayes: I mean, you're right. And so I think with the giveaways, one thing to think about, but I don't think it answers the question
is is it advertising, publicizing and promoting?
Cindy Tanner: It is.
Curtis Hayes: And so let's say that you spent $10,000 on beer cozies, you know, that you gave away a little bit and they advertise
Gallup on the, on them. My task is could I go before a judge looking in the eye with a straight face, argued that those beer cozies fall
within this statute? Yeah. I think there would be a lawyer on the other side who say exactly the opposite, no, they are because who's
going to come to gala because they solved them or whatever. And then the judge would have to, but I could at least go into court with a
straight face and say, these giveaways are okay under the lodger's tax.
Curtis Hayes: But the problem is that I couldn't make that argument. As far as the anti-donation clause. How do you argue that you're
getting something in return from a giveaway is no different than this community meal. It's hard for me to make that distinction. I can't
come up with one of how those are different than what the attorney general in 2015 said was not okay for Dona Anna county to do so,
even if it falls within the tax you're absolutely right. I think there's a solid argument that could be made that some of these things fall
within what the lodger's tax could authorize, but you can't spend on something that violates the constitution. The legislature can't
authorize you to do something to violates the constitution,
Jennifer: I just want to add something that the state auditor's office said to us was about data. And it's a good point. And I think that's
a really key thing when you're looking at the examples. When you look at a billboard, you can get data from the state about how the
traffic passes a billboard. For a magazine you can get data about readership. So one of the things that the state auditor positioned us to
think about is what is the trackable data on promotional items?
Jason Arsenault: Yeah, you put a T-shirt in a drawer and you never wear it.
Jennifer: I’m not saying 'yay' or 'nay' I'm just saying that that was one of the points that the state auditor encouraged us to consider.
Curtis Hayes: Something I really wasn't aware of until a couple of days ago, is that apparently some promotional items are not being
used as giveaways. They're actually being sold by whomever's operating the event. That's, that's just a bigger problem maybe because
we are getting it to the promoter again. I think that's just a bigger problem.
Jennifer: For anti-donation especially, we're donating something they're making revenues off of.
Curtis Hayes: I really have a problem with that.
Jason Arsenault: Even if that money from that giveaways used to have the event?

Curtis Hayes: But that's supporting general event costs, which we know is not allowable. Right. So, so it's a problem for a lot of
reasons. Prizes, for me are the top of the issues here because some of these prizes are pretty valuable. I think there's an argument to be
made that prizes. They're of substantial value are an attraction, maybe they're potentially attracting participants, family and friends.
The question then become are prizes a violation of anti-donation. They're not really a giveaway in the sense of the community meal or
the t-shirts, that sort of thing. Are you getting something in return of that person competing in the, again, there's just absolutely no
case law from any state that I've been able to find. Certainly not from New Mexico, the prizes, I just don't. I just don't know what to tell
you. So maybe it's, it's a gray area. It's really all I can say.
Cindy Tanner: I mean, cities are audited all the time. Why, I know this one that you're talking about - Las Cruces and the one you were
talking about the one with the food, the meals. Have any other cities that you know of had that same response to what you read is with
this one here. I mean, cities are audited all the time on what they do.
Curtis Hayes: What happens in audits is not something that is easily trackable way like somebody requested attorney General's
opinion. Is this for our government to do, is this legal for our county or city to do, you know, there's a archive of attorney general's
opinions. If it goes to court, I can find that but findings and audits, you know, there's not like a directory that you can go to.
Jason Arsenault: One of the things they have you sign is that, you know, that we won't detect fraud.
Curtis Hayes: Sometimes you do but that's really not the purpose. The state Auditor's office, based on the discussion we had with them
and their staff was that last week didn't really have much guidance for us other than, you know, it would be nice if you had data to
support that it is an attraction, but they're they didn't tell us, you've got to have data. They didn't tell us if we don't have data or are you
just going to accept the argument that we think this is an attraction? Should we be conducting a survey of participants to find out what
attracted them? They didn't, they were of no help. Other than to say use your best judgement. They didn't give us much guidance. So
the prizes I really struggled with are they a violation of anti-donation and honestly your guess is as good as mine on this one. I mean,
this takes some legal analysis is a prize giveaway, or is it something that you're getting something in return from which is that person
who's a good competitor coming in, competing in your event because, you know, Jason came and rode bulls for us. You know,
everybody in the New Mexico's saying dang, I'm going to go out to Gallup because he's the best bull rider around, you know?
Jason Arsenault: So when we look at the promotion and publicize and advertise, all of those things, we kind of think as pre-event. So
once we're not thinking of promote as a pre-event thing, so I mean, prizes kind of don't fall in what you're saying, is it to promote or
publicize or advertise? You're saying that the lodgers tax money is kind of pre event advertise publicize promote.
Curtis Hayes: That's kind of my interpretation based on what I found the intent of the facts. And again, let me just say what I said
before, which is that this is just my opinion and your guess is just as valid as mine. But my sense of reading the statute is that
legislators are writing those words. What do they have in mind? And I, I think what they had in mind is what are you going to do to get
people to come to town? And that does mean the event.
Anna Connell: I understand it as when people are asking for funding it's for this year as of this date. And so we're giving away prizes at
this one, then we're promoting the following event, which is not what the lodger's tax funds are going for. I think we need to be very
black and white with what the funds we are getting are for. And I don't think it's wrong to say it needs to be used for the free event.
Just so is black and white. There's no gray areas and it gets sticky. It gets messy.
Curtis Hayes: And that's another good point that you're making, which is just because the law might allow you to do something. It
doesn't mean that you have to, let's say that the law says you can, you can do whatever you can get white here. And let's say there
was an exemption in the anti-donation clause for beer cozy on an issue it's clearly legal for you to give away beer closes, just because
you can doesn't mean you have to give as a policy decision, you can decide. We just don't like the idea of giving away beer cozies.
Cindy Tanner: But I also think that, you know, when you're giving things up, like it does bring people to town. It does. I mean, the tshirts the prizes, like you said, you see somebody wearing a t-shirt, and you know, best of the best or the rodeo or freedom ride. I think

it does. I have experienced that. I see I travel a lot and if I see somebody wearing a t-shirt or maybe there's a cap they're wearing, I
think, gosh, I didn't even know that existed. I would like to go to that. I think we need to get big. I do. And that's one way to do it.
Jason Arsenault: But I think what we're saying is that they're going to do a t-shirt and sell that t-shirt that that's their general fund,
Lodger's Tax is not going to pay for it..
Anna Connell: I'm all for people coming to Gallup, but I want them coming outside these events. We want people coming all dates and
not just for event weekends. I want people coming to Gallup. We want people to experience Gallup, right? Not just this weekend, once
a year. I just think for us, we need to be very careful with the funds that we're giving out.
Jason Arsenault: This committee's job is to get events here?
Cindy Tanner: To promote.
Jennifer: This committee’s job is to look at all of the funds. Not just the events. It's not just marketing the events, what are we doing
for the other 325 days of the year? So that's just to understand your role is it's marketing beyond just events in particular.
Curtis Hayes: With that one last point, don't forget, you're not just looking at, what does it say in the Lodger's tax you also do need to
consider, is it a donation and whether or not you feel strongly enough about to go out into a very gray area?
Jason Arsenault: So Jennifer mentions the other 300. I wish I could remember the number 320 days of no events. But you said that this
lodger's tax is to advertise, promote and publicize events.
Jennifer: I want to read this. [reads from state statute] So tourists means I'm just going to start at the top here. Okay. Tourists means a
person who travels for the purpose of business pleasure or culture to a municipality or county imposing the occupancy tax tourist
related events means that tourist events are planned for promoted to and attended by tourists. So plan for tourists. So that has to be an
important thing. So that is in the state statute, that's in the tourism related events definition. So the phrase that he's quoting though
different. Okay. The following portions of the proceeds from the occupancy tax shall be used only for advertising publicizing and
promoting tourist related attractions, facilities and events. And then they go over percentages. Section 3-38-21. No less than 40% of all
of water stacks must be used with promotion advertising publicizing.
Jason Arsenault: Does it break it down to attractions, facilities or events are that doesn't matter?
Jennifer: No, no less than 40% can be used for all of promotion advertising. [continues reading excerpts from the state statute] And
when it considers attractions, that's including the destination as an attraction, to be clear. [Curtis recommended the committee look at
the chart within the Lodger's Tax Handbook]. So subject to the limitations can see in this thing, a municipality or county imposing an
occupancy tax and use the proceeds to defray the costs of collecting, administering the tax collecting and otherwise administering the
tax, including the performance of audits required. So that is me and the finances. Okay. Establishing, operating, purchasing,
constructing, otherwise acquiring reconstructing, extending, improving, et cetera, et cetera, or a real property or any interest in real
property for the site or grounds for tourist related facilities and attractions or tourist related transportation systems of the municipality.
This covers Red Rock Park, the principle of an interest on any prior redemption premiums in connection with other charges by bonds. So
if we have a bond against lawns or stacks of paper that advertising publicizing, promoting tourist related attraction facilities and events
of the municipality or county and tourist related facilities, attractions and events within the area; providing police and fire protection
and sanitation services for tourism related facilities, that's what he talked about. So that covers us from not donating that providing a
minimum revenue guarantee for air service. We don't have air service and any combination of forgoing purposes or transactions, but for
no other municipal or county purpose. So that's the language.
Jason Arsenault: So does that mean the attractions that already exist or attractions that we create?

Jennifer: Both. The word attraction is the city as an attraction also attractions within the city that we have the opportunity that are
already funded or that we have the opportunity to create. So to go back to the February Lodger's tax meeting, to let you guys know
where we're at currently, we promote the city of Gallup as a destination, with the intent of bringing people to all of our hotels and our
restaurants, et cetera, we maintain and operate Red Rock Park. As the tourism related facility. We had some line items in our budget to
build out route 66 as a tourism related attraction. And then events within the scope of publishing, promoting and advertising.. The
challenge that you have is within our advertising budget, how are we allocating that advertising, publicizing, and promotion for the
destination, events, or things within the destination specifically. So to also add, while we do fund events, the ongoing destination
promotion also promotes the events as well. So the Facebook, the ads, the billboard, things like that do often include information about
the events. So there's some cross promotion going on when it comes to how we're looking at the promotion of the attraction being the
destination or the event as an attraction. So does that make sense? We have 40% of the fund that we're working with that is proposed
annually. While we have Curtis is here, I think it is time for us to have the allowed or not allowed expenses discussion. Yeah. Are we in
agreement? Yes. I wrote the obvious ones because they already out. So what are things that you consider in either of these categories?
I will start with waht is obvious, print, radio, digital media, which includes digital banner ads, static ads, newsletters (Rodeo News has
an exceptional newsletter that will feature Best of the Best), et cetera and social media
Curtis Hayes: I'm inclined to think it might be good for me to go, not just because I want to leave but because what you are about to
discuss is a policy level discussion that I shouldn't be influencing in anyway. I'll be across the street if you need me. [Committee &
Jennifer thank him and he departs]
Jennifer: Okay. I am your secretary and I'm not making decisions. So let's talk about Curtis's four things. One of the, the city personnel,
two, with this indirectly promote the operation of the event, three and four. So let's start with number three. Now we'll get to discuss
promotional items. There are many types of promotional items. Let's start your two, your big decisions are yes or no to promotional
items. And then if your answer is yes, which promotional items are allowed within that. That is entirely up to you, as Curtis said, you
have to consider two things. Number one is the item promotional/marketing in nature. Number two, is it anti-donation. Please let me
know your thoughts.
Jason Arsenault: I think it's difficult. Like if you've got a t-shirt for your event, and that was your only promotional item that you were
going to do, and you had a big "Be there across the front and then the event on the back." I mean, I don't know. Yeah. I think it's easier
if we talk about, you know, pre event.
Anna Connell: Well, do we make it so we have to approvals process? . I mean, I know that we asked for the artwork anyway, like
promotional items.
Jason Arsenault: When I was first here we had the saddles.
Jennifer: We're a small town with hardworking event organizers, how frequently do you believe that they have their art work ready
months in advance? Anna is shaking her head no. You may choose to have an approvals process, so you will need to dictate what that
approval process would be. Would that require the full committee to approve it? Would that require, you know, one of you with my
signature authority. What would that process look like if you are choosing to do promotional item, artwork situation and what would be
the timing. So that is pretty considered as well because in your tasks, the timelines of the lodger's tax committee meetings have not
favorable for that organizers because some things such as t-shirts tend to be one of the last things done before events.
Anna Connell: So do we keep it then very black and white and err on the side of caution and really make it in everybody's favor because
if they're not going to be ready. I mean, you know, three months in advance
Jason Arsenault: A lot of people who do these events it's not their full time thing. They're trying to get through their normal day and get
this stuff done. When you go black and white it can be hard. We all have businesses here.

Anna Connell: I say we cover us and keep it equal for everybody. I feel like it's easy to say, we are a small town. Which is a blessing
and a curse. And it's easy to say, well, they've done this before. Yeah. But then new events where like, oh no, sorry. And it could be the
same. You know what I'm saying?
Cindy Tanner: We're an advisory board, right? We're not making the rules, it goes in front of council. We're suggesting we're all
involved in our community.
Jennifer: The state statute composition specifies we need to have two tourism related industries, two hotel properties, and one
community member at large. In this room we have more than that because we have two hospitality properties, one who has a
restaurant property (Anna) we have one who has a tourism related business who has had a long standing relationship with the City's
oldest event (Cindy) and then you got Jason, who's the trifecta, a tourism related business, a publication, andinvolved in events. Then
there's Ken- you have your experience with the veterans as well as yoru property so you have a lot to offer this discussion. I know it's a
challenging discussion, but this is the idea is today we want to put together a program that I can take to another present to council on
Tuesday. And then I can take it to them to vote on later in May so that we can potentially start to fund events early the first week of
June, because things opened 57 times faster than anticipated due to the pandemic. We had no idea this would happen in the timeline
it would this would happen, but there's a real opportunity here. You understand both the challenges of anti-donation. So I would have a
question to you again, promotional items. Now, if you would like to allow them, what would you like to consider?
Jason Arsenault: I think it's easier to say what we won't consider money use from Lodger's tax. That's the giveaway. That's for an item
that's being sold.
Jennifer: So you Jason said you felt giveaways are not covered?
Speaker 3: There's tax. You know, if you're at the event and that's a giveaway and then the resale of them isn’t allowed.
Jennifer: So what is your definition? Just to be clear for the public record of an event give away?
Cindy Tanner: Hats, t-shirts, frisbees, etc.
Jennifer: Prizes. Let's talk prizes for events since that was number four on Curtis's list. They can have an incentive for event
participation. In many regards they earn the prize, it's not something that's just given to earn prize. There's no chance of disposal. You
may print too many t-shirts you don't print too many saddles. And what do you consider prizes?
Jason Arsenault: Last time? It was just something that was branded, right?
Jennifer: So we've had prizes and awards go for things such as printed trophies, we have pottery considered as a prize. It had, I've had
I-pad covers, saddles, trailers, back numbers. Back numbers are challenging because they are necessary for the operation of the event,
which would make them disqualify from Lodger's tax. But so let me pause this discussion. Because I just thought of something for some
of the tickets, the admission, where do we fall?
Anna Connell: I say no.
Jennifer: How about banners at an event?
Cindy Tanner: No.
Jason Arsenault: What if a banner has on it "See us again next year" and has the date on it? That’s promotion I think.

Anna Connell: But that's in my opinion, I don't know what I'm doing next week. I can't say that for sure if I saw a banner I'd remember it
a year later.
Cindy Tanner: Didn't we give a tent or something in a grant?
Jennifer: It ended up not getting funded by City Council. The reason they chose not to fund that event is it was not in Gallup. It was
Scott Nydham, he wanted to do a custom tent for his team to take to events. The event was outside of Gallup. City Council said that
wasn't bringing people to Gallup, it was our logo on an event outside the city.
Anna Connell: Yeah. That's the question we need to ask here is this whatever we're going to do, does it put heads in beds in Gallup.
Whatever we're asking, like if the tent, I don't think so.
Jason Arsenault: Well it's the event, right? I mean, you then is that you're trying to break.
Jennifer: The tent is event operations.
Jason Arsenault: I understand that. But I mean, the event is, I mean...
Anna Connell: And, but what I'm saying is, I feel like we really need to get crystal clear on this. Otherwise you could say my whole
event fund it all. Because it's, you know, we can go both ways. I just feel like we need to get crystal clear on where this money,
otherwise it could be misused.
Jennifer: So let's go over some other uses to go back: Print things such as the lion's club book. You know, we do a visitor's guide. We
went over that budget back in February. We don't have a strong distribution plan from outside our community and many people are
consuming things digitally. So that budget was cut for those reasons. So that's a different expense. It’s not to say that print isn't
relevant. We also haven't funded the Adventure Guide. Now I'm going to bookmark that we're going to come back. The state selected
McKinley as a partner for a new where they are creating an Outdoor Recreation Atlas, where they are mapping both existing and
developable outdoor recreation assets. If someone comes to ask for Funding for the Adventure Guide, that is up to you. I'm not saying
'yay' or 'nay' if the Adventure Gallup board comes back and wants to do a guide, I'm just telling you we are participating in a much
bigger project. I that promoting the trails? The short term answer is no, but in the long term yes, so those that is information for your
consideration.
Cindy Tanner: In the past we have funded that, and the Ceremonial book.
Jennifer: So this brings up a question: is a publication that they sell sponsorships into anti-donation because now they're making
revenues off of the book that was lodger's tax funded?
Anna Connell: I would say, yes. That we should not be allowed to do that. If they're selling space it is anti-donation.
Jennifer: The same would apply if you had decided to allow giveaways (with regards to putting logos on things and the anti-donation of
resale).
Jason Arsenault: I mean, think of how big ceremonial is for our community and how expensive it is to run ceremonial. And then we
don't want to, you know, it needs help. It's not like there is one individual giving this.
Anna Connell: I agree, but I'm just saying, if we do it for one, we do it for all.
Cindy Tanner: I think the ceremonial is our crown jewel. I've said this one, but I said this once, I've said this several times, ceremonial is
Gallup's child. She's still walking. I mean, we're here to help her. We're not gonna let it fall. I mean, there's, it's an obligation.

Jennifer: With regard to the Ceremonial discussion let me say this. Currently ceremonial is not part of the grant discussion. It got
budgeted within the professional services part of the Lodger's Tax budget because the state is involved. This puts things into MOU
territory. The State needs to sort out with the local board how they wish to proceed but the money for Ceremonial is already set aside.
So the question now is the same, regardless if they, are a rodeo or the Gallup film festival, if any of these events print a book and they
sell sponsorships for space in that book, are we allowing of resale of the same item (the book)? Is it anti-donation? [nodding in room]
Yeah. So does that mean they may print a book but with was no advertising in it?
Anna Connell: Yeah. And I think that's a good way to do it and then they can choose, would they rather have the funding, from Lodger's
Tax, what we can give or they can go out and get it on their own and we can still help them, but they can't have it all.
Jennifer: So they may print a guide but they may not sell advertisements within it?
Cindy Tanner: Oh yeah. Fair enough.
Jennifer: Thoughts on trophies, pottery, trailers, ipad covers, banners as a prize - that's a consideration- May a banner be a prize?
Anna Connell: Yes, banners as a prize, trophies, saddles, buckles. The thing is, is if it's a good prize kit can make people want to come.
Yeah, but they, but I would say we've got to have our logo.
Jennifer: What about sponsorships- when an item is large in price and our grant doesn't cover the entire expense- may they share
sponsors of the item? If they want to buy a trailer and are wanting to use both, is that okay?
Cindy Tanner: Why not? We've done that before.
Anna Connell: I'd say yes.
Jennifer: Is there any ting else you can think of? May they build a website with lodger’s tax.
Cindy Tanner: No. I don't think so.
Anna Connell: No.
Jason Arsenault: But don't we use money from Lodger's Tax to build a website? That's the idea of the website to advertise, promote,
and publicize Gallup. Think about it, when you want to know something going on with Ceremonial and how frustrating it is when you go
to a website and there is no information.
Jennifer: To add to what he is saying in 2015 Gallup was awarded money for web development with State Tourism dollars. Then, for
four years they said, no we will not support web development, then last year they turned around last year and awarded us $12,000. So
to give you that level, okay. What would you like to do?
Jason Arsenault: I mean, and everybody uses internet information.
Anna Connell: My only thing is iss it only going to be used for Gallup or are they going to be like, if it's a traveling event or they just
don't want to pay for a website where they're going to go post whatever event in a few areas and working for them to promote
elsewhere?
Jason Arsenault: I mean, we'd have to find on here who has multiple destination events.

Jennifer: The kicker arena cross has multiple events, and maybe 24 Hours in the Enchanted Forest because it's a series, but otherwise
it's not currently an issue.
Anna Connell: Again, maybe not necessarily any of these on this list, but I'm also thinking ahead, like people come and they say, well,
you said I could do website construction and I tour the southwest, you never told me, like, I'm just trying to think bigger picture here or
if we have new events coming to town.
Jennifer: Well, I guess middle ground. Yes. Your website must be specific to Gallup event?
Anna Connell: Yeah.
Jason Arsenault: Uh-Uh. I mean, it's only $130,000 we don’t have much to worry about.
Jennifer: Well, most web domains are around $150 dollars or something like that so this could really help [with the small expenses].
Just so you guys know, this is the number we're starting with, we're working with a forecast of what we've got. In January, if suddenly
we're looking at 2019 numbers then it’s no problem to I have no problem coming to you, giving you that reality, and taking a request
from you to council for an increase at your recommendation. We are not going to do the route 66 sign program this year. We have until
2026 to help create our destination as an attraction on Route 66, plenty of time to launch that program and the events need the help
this year. Is there anything else you would like to talk about in terms of allowed and not allowed expenses?
Ken Riege: A lot of events have t-shirts and hats, and they can buy those out of their own pocket. If they are selling those, how are we
going to…
Jennifer: They bought it out of pocket then it's totally fine. If they find of sponsor. So say you're at the New York film festival and Lions
Gate studio agreed to sponsor the hats. Well, get on the side and said, you're right. You're good to go. What it is, is that's private
money. They can do what they want. So that's the argument, right?
Everyone mumbling: Yeah.
Jennifer: Here's one thing I run into is a lot of times people want to use the logo for everything. The only issue that I run into the public
perception. If our logo is on it and the public thinks we funded, it, we run into issues? This is my saying "if it is tourism related within
the city of Gallup, Fine. If it is not related to tourism or is outside of city limits then no." That has been what I've used in my office as
the guidance on that. So like a community cleanup in McGaffey, that shouldn't use the tourism logo. While you are excited to beautify
the area on the behalf that is not directly related to tourism promotion. We are going to get a new logo in the summer that doesn't say
real true so that it's more user friendly. And I would propose that we work with event organizers in the future to see what other uses
can be, or is there a way that this can be visited in another first, if there's something else we can do to come back to this, you know,
whether we have a specialized thing that we print and give it to all of this. So they're not specific is that here it's 20- 20 Gallup
destination shirt? That's something for consideration for the future is that so many shirts to get out that consideration. For now, let's
table that.
Jennifer: I'd like to move on because this is not the worst part. With that much money on the table, knowing what that is, here is the
question, what kind of grant program would you like to have? We have a couple options. Previously. We have approached that they
brought us a narrative. They gave us a budget and we picked an arbitrary amount. We may choose to do that. Or you may choose to do
something different, such as a formula based on days like previous attendance, a formula, this is entirely up to you. I will make this,
postulation, that a formula, maybe more helpful right now going into COVID because if we have a formula based on previous
attendance, and then we can make awards faster. If we are going to award based on the merit of the event. That's again, that story,
because we can’t make awards as fast. We will have to reconvene this group and we will have to have the event organizers present to
you. So there's two ways to go ago, the merit of the event for the community or previous attendance and length of the event or future
length of the event.

Cindy: Are the event people here talking to us?
Jennifer: That is an option if you'd like to go based on merit. When I'm saying a merit based event that means you determine the award
based on value to the community. Or do you determine the value based on previous attendance and length of the event? So let me turn
your direction over here. Then you can see, you can make this decision. Okay. If you go off of previous attendance and length of the
event, what you're looking at here is three or four days, and how many people attended the negative sign shows how long the event
was. [Jennifer points at sheets on the wall, chart is included with these minutes that includes the data and reviews the events in
attendance from largest to medium, the top 10. Jennifer also summarized that team events have more attendance than the event
organizers seem to indicate] Yeah. So when you're considering how we're funding again, think about how you're giving a student a
schoalrship. Is the scholarship based on your GPA- the event data- versus a scholarship based on, merit or achievements, something
besides GPA? I'll let you discuss.
Cindy Tanner: So this is the funding that we have to work with?
Jennifer: Yes. I will tell you this, on average most of our events have spent almost 50% on giveaways from within their award [which
you said we are not allowing]. While it seems scary as a committee, know this. When an event spends 10K on shirts and the event only
gets 20K, if we gave them 20K this year, they are in pretty good shape. If it were me, I'd recommend they buy them and sell them, but
that's just me.
Anna Connell: I hope that everyone would also understand the year we've come out of and the money that we have or don't have.
Jason Arsenault: Can you give us the last time totals so that we can write that down? [Jennifer handed out a sheet with the 2019-2020
award amounts, regardless of how much got used because of the pandemic.] We know that all of these are going to happen?
Jennifer: So two things, number one, we are looking at funding events, July 1 to June 30. So for the most part we're operating under
the assumption that they will happen because for example, Lions club is not happening this year but it before June 30. So it's funding in
the future of this budget. You know? So the first event is Wildthing and then right behind that Tod from Kicker Arenacross is planning
on having his event as well. We have events coming very quickly. So depending on how you decide to go, whether it's GPA or merit
scholarships, it may require another meeting. And that's up to you.
Cindy Tanner: Gosh, does, this is a lot to be decipher.
Anna Connell: It really is.
Jason Arsenault: So what we're saying is we're taking out $150,000. And there's no more money.
Jennifer: Not right now. Lodger's tax has been down 40%. So the question is if we start to pull money from other things, what do we
pull from? We already pulled the money from the Route 66 Signage grant program. We have money set aside to market downtown to
help revitalize due to the construction. We have money potentially set aside for marketing businesses outside the community, a 'shop
Gallup' type of thing. In our general destination advertising, we have a public relations contract, which is important now after the
pandemic, we have print ads, we have digital ads. If we want to cut or move money what goes? Let me do this for you, let me circle the
events that have only bought promotional items in the past. Jennifer circled all the softball events, and then indicated that the rodeo
events have a higher percentage of awards and promotional items.
Jason Arsenault: Isn't that what lodger's tax is? Promotion?
Jennifer: When I say promotional items, I mean the giveaways. Sorry. You already decided you weren't allowing those. Is a shirt an
award?

Cindy Tanner: If you are giving out participant pieces, does that fall into anti-donation because they paid to get the shirt as part of their
admission? [nodding in room]
Anna Connell: For us to consider a shirt as an award, there's how many?
Jennifer: Is giving the coaches of the TDFL teams a coaches shirt an award or participation?
Anna Connell: It is participation, so it doesn't count as an award.
Jennifer: That's the question. We can do two things. You can use a formula to determine funding or versus GPA or scholarships. That's
what you're deciding.
Jason Arsenault: On this sheet there's about $300k, so if we subtract the $50K from Ceremonial since that is somewhere else, we're
looking at 100K less than before, correct?
Jennifer: Yes.
Jason Arsenault: For that. I mean, because we circled, some of them were saying that these are giveaways. But maybe there are things
that they don't listen to this conversation and we can share with them to do something different.
Anna Connell: well, is there a way that we basically we can have an outline of what we thought through today? What we will allow
them to allow and then can they come the presentation? They do their presentation. I would feel more time talking to them. I just can't
think any more today.
Cindy and Jason: I like the presentations.
Jennifer: So what I'm hearing is merit based with interviews. What does the application include, everybody?
Anna Connell: The same applications they've always done’ but it’s just I think they've always done so, but it's going to have to be.
Jennifer: Event description.
Cindy Tanner: Yup. How many days
Jennifer: Duration, location. We have their past funding and attendance, so we don't need them to do that.
Cindy Tanner: Where are you promoting your event?
Jason Arsenault: How are you promoting it?
Jennifer: So you want to know an event description, the duration? Marketing it- Where how, and to whom? You want a budget? Yes.
Do you want quotes up front?
Cindy Tanner: I think that would be helpful if they could get it.
Anna Connell: I think we do need quotes and I know it is probably going to take a little more legwork upfront, but what are working we
would have to know or else we can't make decisions.
Jennifer: Okay. So is there anything else we want to consider? Do you want to look at the size of the event?

Cindy Tanner: Is it promoting Gallup? It's all of these guys. It is hard to do these events and nobody's to say one is better than the other.
I mean, they're all different in they're in Gallup.
Jason Arsenault: The big ones started out small too.
Jennifer: Do you want to have any other metrics within the application that they should know about other than the allowed and not
allowed? What about events outside the city limits? Must it be in Gallup?
Jason Arsenault: It's hard. It's a tough one. Is Red Rock Park in Gallup?
Jennifer: Yes, it's within the City limits and operated by the City of Gallup. It even comes out of Lodger's Tax.
Anna Connell: I think that is a conversation we have with them. Do they know if there are people staying in Gallup?
Jennifer: I'm going to tell you right now, every event is going to tell you that they have hotel stays in Gallup. They want funding. There
was one event years ago, the Big Brothers Big Sisters, that couldn't say they supported tourism through hotel stays and chose to
withdraw their application on their own because they didn't feel it was a tourism related use.
Jason Arsenault: But I mean, you have this event, that's not in the city limits that brings in 1200 people and then have another event
over here that has 230 people. So, I mean, you know, we have to ask ourselves, is there still a benefit because of the number of
people? And I don't know if that's participants are all the people that came the application
Jennifer: Our application asks for anybody who is at the event. Some of them are participants. For example, Walt Eddy tracks his
participants but not his audience. So these numbers could all be higher because these are registered participants. Whereas some of
these maybe 240 people walked in the door, but that doesn't take into account family that is there hiking trails.
Jason Arsenault: We promote McGaffey anyway.
Jennifer: So, we're allowing events outside city limits. What about new events?
Cindy Tanner: Didn't we have a cap of $1500?
Jason Arsenault: I thought we did.
Jennifer: We haven't had a cap, lately, it's changed every few years or so.
Cindy Tanner: I think we should.
Jennifer: What would be the threshold for new events?
Anna Connell: I would say $1500?
Jason Arsenault: That's coming in? Maybe somebody wants it the most, the big event. And then, yeah, I don't think, I think we just hear
what they have to say before we put ca cap on it. I mean, yeah, because if you have somebody that really is promoting the big event
you'd like that to be in Gallup. And I mean,
Anna Connell: I just want to make sure that when we are talking to people, especially in the events that they understand tourist related
versus an event that just local people. And to me, local, I think we, we, at one point said it's less than 120 miles, right.

Jennifer: The state definition is 60 miles.
Anna Connell: Okay. But still, like, I just want to make sure that the events that we're hosting, aren't just markeing to people that go
home after the event.
Jason Arsenault: Think probably all of them.
Jennifer: I'm going to give you the reality that right now it’s probably only a few events that truly meet that definition. There are two
things we need to look at, and my city manager said it best. In some ways the City council looks at the 2021 events right now as
community healing, we are quality of life as well as tourism.
Jason, Anna: Right.
Cindy Tanner: That's true.
Jennifer: So it is important to me that we look at supporting the events in any capacity that we can. I have indicated to Cindy that I
don't have plans to do any outside evaluations of events until 2023. Right now when the surveys go out about travel intentions it’s all
over the place, so it wouldn't be fair to our event organizers. The industry numbers are not healthy, but I don't think these events can
survive not happening this year. So we need to do what we can to support them and think of this year as a recovery year because two a
lot of things things are going to happen between now the end of the year, and three we're going to have our COVID safety and other
things that might come up. More events will recover, and I can swear on a Bible that one 130 is not going to be enough, this is simply a
number based on that we can come back in six months and evaluated again. You know, that's the thing about being an advisory board
is we are not here to be the final say, we are just looking at the tools in your arsenal. What are you looking forward to be able to
support these so they don't stop either?
Cindy Tanner: That's why I think it's so important that we visit with these individuals who are involved in these events, because we
don't know what it's going to look like in. As you say, we are healing, and we want everybody to be on game with their events.
Jennifer: And so, okay. So I'm going to draft, rather modify to include these questions.
Anna Connell: Let's hold off on the threshold then. I think we're going back and forth between pre-pandemic and now. And I don't think
the threshold is fair.
Jennifer: Okay, I have one last very important question. This has always been my job to bring up stuff, right? Timeline, we have
Wildthing coming first full weekend is a lot, how can we turn this around? So we present to council on Tuesday night and get an
application out Wednesday. Can you guys meet potentially during that last week to do the first round or anything?
Cindy Tanner: I think we need to. When are you thinking Jenn?
Jennifer: Looking at the calendar. Tuesday night, Cindy is going to join me, any of you are welcome to attend, Tuesday night we are
going to present the findings of this meeting. It's going to be three things- the discussion with Curtis, the committee recommendations,
and the details of the future application. Merit based- means fluctuating amounts based on your discussion with event organizers. It
means you could have a two day event that gets more than a four day event, that's fine, it's up to y to think about between now and our
next meeting- what is an event that should receive more funding another. That's for you to decide. May 11th I'd represent to council.
The 12th opens for the first quarter- July through September. It closes on the 18th. I don't think they can get us quote in five days. I'll
just say quotes are recommended but not required. In defense so many of these businesses, quotes aren't always valid after 30 days.
Jason Arsenault: Also that the August events, July, August events have to have it in by that date too. Y.

Jennifer: I'd say yes but it’s up to you. You have two choices. You can eat more frequently or them, which do you prefer? Because I
would say at this point, if somebody's planning on having this event before the end of September they should know by now.
Anna Connell: Absolutely.
Jennifer: Because otherwise how much lead time would they really get for marketing? All the publications I can think of have far out
timelines for publishing, I just know the digital sides and publications like Rodeo News and Humps and Horns are really
accommodating. So, that comes back to the question. Are you requiring the first quarter people to have their applications in during the
first round?
Everyone: Yes.
Jennifer: Okay. So first quarter is July to September events. Are you against the 18th by 9:00 PM?
Jason Arsenault: Of May?
Jennifer: Yeah, it’s a six day turn around. But I'm going to go back to my office now and send an email about the applications. I will also
have an online application if you choose to fill out instead of paper to make it easier, so they don't even have to bring something to city
hall. Does that work?
Everyone: Yes.
Jason Arsenault: And they've done it before, so they know what to expect.
Jennifer: Can you all meet on the 19th? It is a Wednesday.
Cindy Tanner: Yeah. I think we need to get this done. I think at 11 is great. Here. [everyone agreed]
Jennifer: I'd like to say thank you for discussion on this. I feel so much more comfortable as an employee of the city of Gallup to utlize
your guidance. Like I said, nothing is set in stone, we may turn around later and find we have a lot more funding. One last question: are
we going to treat this as first come first serve?
Cindy Tanner: No, no, I don't think so.
Jason Arsenault: Not if we're trying to help these events.
Anna Connell: That's the question I wanted to ask- are we going to have more money?
Cindy Tanner: We don’t know.
Jennifer: That's something you’ll need to think about between now and the next meeting. If it is not first come first serve, how are you
dividing the money? Or what are the metrics you're going to have to decide that for yourself?
Cindy Tanner: Well, and I think to Jennifer, everyone that's involved in that is involved in these events knows what a rough go it has
been and we're all trying to get a little more. So maybe we're not going to get what we're used to getting, but we're going to give our
best. And I think we will have more money. I do. I'm hoping we do, but going on, what you're saying with okay. First come first serve no.
I don't think that's it.

Jason Arsenault: And I think, you know, what these new guidelines we have with these gray areas, when you say general event costs
is not within tax lodger's money and you look at something like this, that 83% of the budget of the money they got from lodger's tax
was used for the event. I mean, I think there's a lot of places. Maybe we can, we can change the shape.
Jennifer: I’m going to preserve the line in the application that says that the lodger's tax committee has the right to decide about
something specific within the budget and here's the other thing I would like to preserve: It's not in the budget, it's not reimbursed.
Because I would think we could run into problems or somebody says I spent $2,000 and you had no idea. So those are in there.
Cindy Tanner: We're all on the same page here with what we discussed. Right. And with not allowed expenses? [Everyone is nodding]
Jennifer: So this is very exciting. I will send an email as soon as I'm back to my office about a timeline. I would send it of the timeline.
Cindy, you're going to present with me at Council. With Anna. Six pm.
Jason Arsenault: Think one thing that would help us is it on that budget, if they broke it down, like we could have this advertise or
promote publicize costs compared to general, then like
Jennifer: We have in the past asked for their event budget, and for their advertising budget. We just ask them to specify what iti s,
when it is running and for how much. I think in the future, I'm talking 2023, we need to start looking at how far their marketing reaches,
but right now that isn't worth it.
Jason Arsenault: I think sometimes we get confused about who we are advertising to. If they're not from here we need to work on that.
Cindy Tanner: 60 miles.
Anna Connell: From the hoteliers standpoint it is really hard.
Jennifer: Going back to the state statute it would be heads in beds.
Anna Connell: It's really hard going back to the state statute, but that's literally for now we're saying the future. I think you may have to
circle back to that home, you know?
Cindy Tanner: Yeah. I just want to say Jennifer, I appreciate all you do for our committee and all you did for the city. It's not just it's a
labor of love for you. I feel like you are a numbers person and that you're doing, you're doing great. I appreciate that. And I appreciate
the time they take to talk and explain to us what our job is, I mean, we are not the last word by any means. We just suggest, we're
trying to understand well,
Anna Connell: And you really do understand like at a deeper level than most. Yeah. I appreciate what you do. So you make it our job
easier. You do a lot easier.
Jennifer: Jenni would also like to say thank you to you all. I think the application is going to be familiar to them, so it helps them and
I'm going to continue what I'm doing as well and you're doing great. Oh- is ad design an allowed expense?
Anna Connell: Yes, it's got to look good if we're going to do it.
Jennifer: Is photography an allowed expense?
Cindy Tanner: Yeah. I think it would be, I think it would be. It's a good idea.
Jennifer: Do we want any shared ownership of photography that Lodger's tax is used for or no?

Cindy Tanner: No, I think the way we had it before [where they turn in a few photo with the after event form.] Motion to adjourn?
Anna Connell: Motion.
Ken Riege: Second.
Cindy Tanner: All in favor?
All: Aye
The columns on the next page were typed from the giant note-pad hanging in the room on which Jennifer took notes during
the meeting.

Not-Allowed

Allowed Expenses

• Resale of any Lodger's Tax
funded materials
• Sale of sponsorship space on a
Lodger's Tax print or digital
advertising medium
• Back numbers
• Tickets, admission badges
• Banners- exception: for a
sports team prize/award. Not
allowed for posting
sponsorships, event schedules,
or other on-site purposes
• tents or other physical
structures
• Give-aways- t-shirts, hats, cups,
small items, sports equipment
(balls, frisbees, etc). These
items may not be considered
awards.

• Print Ads
• Digital Space, digital
newsletters, static ads
• Social Media
• Billboards
• Radio
• Print guides/magazines- with
no advertising or sponsorships
sold
• Website- only to Gallup specific
event, not whole business or
other events. One time design,
annual fee for domains
• Photo and video (required to
submit 3 photos and/or 1 video
from service)
• Prizes and Awards: May include
banners, trophies, saddles,
buckles. Must have tourism
logo, may include shared
sponsorship

Funding Available for FY22: $130,000
Applications become available May 12th. They will be emailed, there will be an online submission option, or print copies will be
available in the Tourism mailbox at the City Clerk’s office.

Discussion points between City Attorney Curtis Hayes with the
Lodger’s Tax Committee:
Two legal tasks that funding has to pass:
1. Does it fall within the statutory guidelines “advertise, publicize, and promote” while observing what is was
meant by the legislative intent for the statute. The intention as Curtis Hayes interpreted is pulling people
from outside, “heads in beds.” He interprets the intention of the statute is to draw in visitors to stay
overnight.
2. Anti-donation. Any government agency cannot give something of value without getting something in return
(without consideration).
Mr. Hayes reviewed Attorney General information about a community event in Dona Ana and the 2018 Las Cruces
audit with the Lodgers Tax Committee and how that applies to both Lodger’s Tax and anti-donation as case studies.
There are four future considerations for events:
1. Use of City Employees, facilities, and materials to support an event (this is being handled internally with city
facility contract revisions to include facility support expectations versus event operations). Need to be
careful about anti-donation.
2. General Event Administrative Costs. These are not within the allowed expenses of Lodgers tax, and it is key
for the Lodger’s Tax committee to consider if an expenditure could be considered essential to the operation
of the event, which would disqualify it from the intention of the statute, “advertise, publicize, and promote”.
3. Promotional Materials- City Attorney Hayes felt this is the greyest/most challenging area of all with regard
to interpretation. This is hard pressed due to the lack of data to support the usage from a promotion
standpoint. Furthermore, this presents a stronger case for anti-donation, that this due to the lack of industry
wide data that this is a give-away without getting something in return.
4. Prizes and awards- this is also a grey area, but has more room for justification as an incentive for event
participants. This is not a give-away in that the participant has to be here to earn it.
Mr. Hayes wrapped up his discussion with the Lodger’s Tax committee by stating that if there is limited resources
and funding, two considerations should be made moving forward:
1. Work within items that are clearly allowable
2. If it is questionable and could get you into trouble, why go grey? Are you willing to be the test case?
After much discussion, the Lodger’s Tax Committee chose to analyze event funding by the following:
1. The “advertise, publicize, and promote” expenditures should be to draw people pre-event, not something
during an event, with the exception of prizes/awards.
2. If the item is removed, can the event operate without it? If the event requires the item, it is a cost of
operation, not related to advertising, publicizing or promotion.
3. Resale is a no go. This means no items or materials may be resold, nor can space on Lodger’s Tax funded
print materials be sold for sponsorships. This is anti-donation.

Not-Allowed

Allowed Expenses

• Resale of any Lodger's Tax
funded materials
• Sale of sponsorship space on a
Lodger's Tax print or digital
advertising medium
• Back numbers
• Tickets, admission badges
• Banners- exception: for a
sports team prize/award. Not
allowed for posting
sponsorships, event schedules,
or other on-site purposes
• tents or other physical
structures
• Give-aways- t-shirts, hats, cups,
small items, sports equipment
(balls, frisbees, etc). These
items may not be considered
awards.

• Print Ads
• Digital Space, digital
newsletters, static ads
• Social Media
• Billboards
• Radio
• Print guides/magazines- with
no advertising or sponsorships
sold
• Website- only to Gallup specific
event, not whole business or
other events. One time design,
annual fee for domains
• Photo and video (required to
submit 3 photos and/or 1 video
from service)
• Prizes and Awards: May include
banners, trophies, saddles,
buckles. Must have tourism
logo, may include shared
sponsorship

Funding Available for FY22: $130,000
Applications become available May 12th. They will be emailed, there will be an online submission option, or print
copies will be available in the Tourism mailbox at the City Clerk’s office.
Application Deadlines:
•

•
•
•

May 18, 5pm deadline: Round 1- all events before September 30, 2021 required; later events optional.
Lodger’s Tax meeting on May 19th at 11:00 am in El Morro Events Center. Must submit by May 18th for
consideration. Funding recommendations will be taken to City Council for approval on May 25th.
August 6, 5pm deadline: Round 2- all events between October 1-December 31 required; later events optional
December 10, 5pm deadline: Round 3- all events between January 1- March 31, 2022 required; later events
optional
February 25, 5pm deadline: Round 4- all events remaining before June 30, 2022.

Required means that this is the last deadline to apply for events during the listed window. Events MAY and are
encouraged apply in an earlier round.

Event Name

Event Date

Total Budget

Freedom Ride Flight and Cruise

July 26-28, 2019

$

21,532.78

$

17,891.09

83% $

17,891.09

Red Rock Desert 100 Motorcross

September 13-15, 2019

$

20,700.00

$

12,500.00

60% $

12,500.00

Gallup Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial

August 2-11, 2019

$

512,540.00

$

50,000.00

10% $

50,000.00

Four Corners Invitational TDFL Tournament

October 26-27, 2019

$

30,000.00

$

20,000.00

67% $

20,000.00

Wildthing Championship Bull Riding

July 12-13, 2019

$

116,500.00

$

35,000.00

30% $

35,000.00

28-Sep-19 $

77,410.00

$

4,450.00

6% $

4,100.00

Friends of Hubbell- Fall Native Art Auction

REQUEST

% of Budget

Committee

Tri-State Firefighters Convention

August 1-3, 2019

$

39,367.50

$

8,596.49

22% $

5,000.00

Kicker Arenacross

July 19-20, 2019

$

67,980.00

$

18,600.00

27% $

14,000.00

Squashblossom Classic

September 13-15, 2019

$

23,650.00

$

9,866.00

42% CANCELLED

Mario Estrada Softball Tournament

July 12-14, 2019

$

14,600.00

$

8,650.00

59% $

5,000.00

Gallup Film Festival

September 12-14, 2019

$

36,153.07

$

22,422.26

62% $

16,000.00

Gallup Seniors 50/60 Softball Tournament

August 30-September 1, 2019

$

9,529.26

$

7,905.70

83% $

5,000.00

Gloria Saucedo 40 Women's Wooden Bat

August 30-September 1, 2019

$

3,070.16

$

2,379.89

77.52% $

2,379.89

24 Hours in the Enchanted Forest

June 6 or June 13, 2020

$

45,000.00

$

10,000.00

23.00% $

6,300.00

2-May-20 $

92,500.00

$

4,100.00

5.00% $

4,100.00
37,500.00

Friends of Hubbell- Spring Native Art Auction
Red Rock Balloon Rally

December 5-8, 2020

$

75,875.00

$

37,500.00

50.00% $

Arizona Interscholastic Cycling League

Several

$

20,388.00

$

12,488.00

62.00% COUNCIL DEC

31-May-20 $

11,230.00

$

6,000.00

53.43% withdrawn

Race at the Rocks
Red Rock Classic

June 5-7, 2020

$

54,600.00

$

8,500.00

15.57% $

8,500.00

Spitfire & Red Rock Invitational

June 22-23, 2020

$

15,500.00

$

4,000.00

25.81% $

3,100.00

28-Jun-20 $

16,850.00

$

4,000.00

23.74% $

4,000.00

Red Rock Trailer Roping
Lions Club 72nd Annual Rodeo

June 17-20,2020

$

220,000.00

$

25,000.00

11.36%

$25,000

Lions Club State Meeting

May 1-2, 2020

$

12,700.00

$

4,000.00

31.50%

$4,000

25-May-20 $

6,145.00

$
5,000.00
$ 338,849.43

81.37%

$5,000
$ 284,370.98
$ 300,000.00
$ 15,629.02

Manuelito Children's 5k

Applications Not Received for FY20:
Adventure Guide, Spanish Market, Spring
Smash

Available FY20

Amount Requested on 1/20/2020 is $34,000

Event Name
Memorial Day 5K
Friends of Hubbell Native Arts Auction SPRING
Race at the Rock
Red Rock 100 desert Race (17/18 merged with other events)
Gallup Film Festival
Red Rock Trailer Roping
Spitfire and Classic Invitational Rodeo Events
Spring Smash
Sacred Heart Spanish Market
24 Hours in the Enchanted Forest
Annual Gallup Lions Club BBQ
Red Rock Classic Team Roping
Mario Estrada Memorial Softball Tournament
Kicker Arenacross Show
Four Corners Invitational Youth Football Championship
Freedom Ride, Fight and Cruise
Red Rock Balloon Rally
Wildthing Championship Bullriding
Annual Gallup Lions Club Rodeo
Adventure Gallup Outdoor Guide
Friends of Hubbell Native Arts Auction FALL
Gallup Senior Softball League
Gloria Saucedo Womens Softball Tournment

Event (Days) Attendance 2018-19
Attendance 2019-202
Event Location
1
230
130
Sports Complex, Gallup
1
240
cancelled
Community Center, Gallup
1
332
cancelled
RRP, Gallup
3
376
cancelled
OHV Park, Gallup
3
385
97
El Morro Theatre, Gallup
1
614
cancelled
RRP, Gallup
1
734
cancelled
RRP, Gallup
2
850
cancelled
Sports Fields, Gallup
3
950
cancelled
Sacred Heart Cathedral, Gallup
2
1,200
890
McGaffey
1
1280
cancelled
Downtown, Gallup
650 teams (2 per teacancelled
RRP, Gallup
2
3
2,950
1440
Sports Fields, Gallup
2
5,200
5201
RRP, Gallup
2
6,160
7040
Sports Fields, Gallup
3
7,500
6000
Downtown & RRP, Gallup
3
8,000
6577
RRP, Gallup
2
8,100
8824
RRP, Gallup
4
12810
cancelled
RRP, Gallup
n/a
n/a
n/a
publication not event
1
xx
140
Community Center, Gallup
3
xx
1130
Sports Fields, Gallup
3
xx
73
Sports Fields, Gallup
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KICKER ARENA CROSS JULY 16-17, REQUEST FOR $21,700

Lodgers Tax Application Events July 1, 2021June 30, 2022
Application Deadlines:
• May 18, 5pm deadline: Round 1- all events before September 30, 2021 required; later events optional.
Lodger’s Tax meeting on May 19th at 11:00 am in El Morro Events Center. Must submit by May 18th for
consideration. Funding recommendations will be taken to City Council for approval on May 25th.
• August 6, 5pm deadline: Round 2- all events between October 1-December 31 required; later events
optional
• December 10, 5pm deadline: Round 3- all events between January 1- March 31, 2022 required; later events
optional
• February 25, 5pm deadline: Round 4- all events remaining before June 30, 2022.
Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov to speak to Jennifer for application assistance.
If you realize you would like to change your application or make a correction, email that information to:
jlazarz@gallupnm.gov prior to the application deadline. Applications may not be altered after the deadline.

Email *
tod@kickerarenacross.com

Eligibility and Criteria
ELIGIBILITY: Any organization that promotes travel and tourism for the benefit of the Gallup area, has an established
organization and leadership, can accomplish the proposed project, and can comply with all applicable conditions. The
application will be reviewed by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee for recommendation for approval or disapproval by the City
Council. Decisions will be returned in writing to the applicant indicating approval or disapproval.
CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL: The following guidelines will be used to evaluate proposals: Tourism Promotion; Innovativeness;
Funding History; Marketing Effectiveness; Timeline of Advertising/Marketing Plan; Project Business and Marketing Scope;
Past and Projected Results and Project Evaluation. (Funding for food, operations, to the section on eligible expenses). Only
one application per event/project. Multiple organizations may not apply for the same event.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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Eligible and Ineligible Expenses
Allowed:
Print Ads
Digital Space, digital newsletters, static ads
Social Media
Billboards
Radio
Print guides/magazines- with no advertising or sponsorships sold
Website- only to Gallup specific event, not whole business or other events. One time design, annual fee for domains
Photo and video (required to submit 3 photos and/or 1 video from service)
Prizes and Awards: May include banners, trophies, saddles, buckles. Must have tourism logo, may include shared
sponsorship
Not Allowed:
Resale of any Lodger's Tax funded materials
Sale of sponsorship space on a Lodger's Tax print or digital advertising medium
Back numbers
Tickets, admission badges
Banners- exception: for a sports team prize/award. Not allowed for posting sponsorships, event schedules, or other on-site
purposes
tents or other physical structures
Give-aways- t-shirts, hats, cups, small items, sports equipment (balls, frisbees, etc). These items may not be considered
awards.
Event Operations (including food)

I have read and reviewed the expenses allowed/not-allowed above. Type your name indicating
your signature: *
Tod Hammock

Contact Information

Event Name *
Kicker Arenacross

Organization Hosting the Event (on W9) *
Cycle City Promotions

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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Event Dates *
July 16 & 17, 2021

Contact Person Name *
Tod Hammock

Contact Person Email *
tod@kickerarenacross.com

Contact Person Phone *
918-629-9930

Organizer Address *
10711 S Holley Street, Jenks, OK 74037

Interview Questions
Please fill out the questions below with regard to your event and its budget.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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Describe the overall project or event- what is happening at the event? How many years have
you been doing the event? What is new this year? *
Kicker Arenacross is an off-road motorcycle racing competition, occurring in top arenas across the country,
with dirt brought in and man-made tracks designed using construction equipment. The nation’s most elite
racers compete in what some tout to be the most physically demanding sport ever. This event has been
held annually in Gallup since 1995. This year will be the 25th anniversary of the event (due to Covid 2020
postponement). A new race format with added ancillary acts, plus the highlighting of the 25th anniversary
will be newly added items in 2021.

Describe the schedule of your event- please be specific with dates and times *
Two full day events including: Gates & Registration opening at 9 AM, followed by a mandatory rider's
meeting at 10 AM and then practice at 10:15 AM. Qualifying racing starting at 1 PM, followed by the
professional racers practice at 4 PM. The doors will open at 6:30 PM and the main show starts at 7:30 PM
both evenings.

Who is the target audience for your event advertising if you receive the grant funding? Who
are you trying to attract to the event? *
Our target audience is families. We are a family friendly show & provide a unique experience in Gallup for
families to come together and spend a weekend night being entertained at our show. Our audience includes
both males and females of all ages, with the majority of our attendees being in the 18 years to 34 years old
range.

Describe the regions/cities in which you plan to market your event outside of Gallup. *
We plan to market our event to the western half of the United States via radio, print and television
marketing. Social Media paid & organic promotions to our 30k+ followers (who follow from all over the
nation) + paid promotions to New Mexico and surrounding states.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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Describe your event assessment/evaluation plans: how are you counting your participants,
where they are from, their hotel stays, and how you plan to share that assessment with the
City: *
Participant counts are acquired through the registration process during our event, participants cannot
partake in the racing activities without registering so an accurate headcount will be viable that way. We will
conduct a separate survey for those not competing in our event. We will share our assessment with the City
in whatever way is desired.

Funding Requests
How much grant funding are you requesting? *
$21,700 UPDATED ON THE PHONE 5/17/2021

Total anticipated event cost, including marketing? *
$81,700 UPDATED ON THE PHONE 5/17/2021

Number of anticipated event staff and volunteers *
36

Anticipated Event Attendance *
4500

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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Grant Request- Advertising Budget
Please list your advertising budget.
The items listed within this budget are the only reimbursable items after funds are awarded. •
Modifications to your
plan may only take place with regards to variation in dates of publication. • Items not listed within the application at the
time of approval will not be reimbursed. The Lodgers Tax Committee reserves the right to deny funding of specific items
within this budget during their recommendation to City Council. • Only include items here that you wish to have funded
by the grant.

Advertising Budget- list advertising company, type of ad, month the ad/promotion will run, and
the cost *
MX Trophies - Custom Awards - July 2021 - $4500
Facebook - Graphic + Video Ads - June - July 2021 - $1000
Instagram - Graphic + Video Ads - June - July 2021 - $1000
Google Adwords - Digital + Search Ads - June - July 2021 - $1000
TV/Radio Production - Commercial - June - July 2021 - $800
Posters - Event Flyer - June 2021 - $2000
KGAK - TV Ads - July 2021 - $500
Clear Channel Radio - Regional Ads - July 2021 - $3000
Yard Signs - Mini Billboards - July 2021 - $400
Millenium Media - Radio - July 2021 - $4000
KTNN - Radio - July 2021 - $1500
Billboard - July 2021 - $2000
Total Advertising Budget - $21,700

Type your event budget here. This must include your advertising grant request amount. Please
specify all costs including personnel, facility rental, security, and other event expenses. *
$74,080

General Conditions
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES
A. EVENT DATES, CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES
All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds are responsible for completing the proposed project within the approved time-period
upon the application. Changes to event dates must be submitted in writing no less than 30 days prior to the event. Should an
event get moved outside of the Fiscal Year the grant award is automatically terminated and a new application must be
submitted for the next Fiscal Year. In the instance an event is cancelled due to a governor Public Health Order, Lodger’s Tax
funding remains intact and will be reimbursed, but may not be rolled into a new fiscal year.
B.

TIMELINE FOR FUNDING REQUESTS AND REIMBURSEMENT RULES

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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EVENT BUDGET
Fill this out or attach your own version of this page, but an event budget is required. Be sure to include such
expenses as site rentals, staff, equipment, operations, etc. Advertising should have a line item in this budget as
well.
Expense

Estimated Cost

Lodging
Advertising
Pro Payout
Facility Charges
Insurance
Track Construction
Staff Labor
Ambulance
DJ Services
Announcer
Tickets/Pit Passes
Misc. Track Costs (Equipment)
Fuel
Novelties

$3,000
$21,700

$9,500
$4250

$2,100
$7,500
$10,500
$1,800
$300
$1,750
$400
$8000

$2,400
$3,500

Talent Fee

$5000

TOTAL OF EVENT EXPENSES:
8

$81,700
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No later than 60 days after the event:
1. The organizer of the event/grant recipient will submit to the Tourism and Marketing office the following:
receipts/invoices that are indicated paid by the vendor, artwork/images of the advertisements or promotional items, and
proof of payment to the vendors (cancelled checks, Credit Card receipts and/or Statements, or bank statements only)
2. Event organizers may submit up to three requests for reimbursement toward their grant allotment.
3. Unless explicitly authorized by the City Council, event promoters may not contract with or authorize payment to
themselves, family members (Defined as related by blood, adoption, or marriage to the third degree of kinship and includes
spouses, parents, children, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces, and nephews), or any entity in which
the event promoter has a financial interest to provide SERVICES (services include design, website update, file downloads,
etc. Services are typically but not always billable by time). In the instance that the event promoter wishes to use the services
of a family member as defined above, the event promoter must obtain and submit three written quotes for the required
service unless the event promoter submits documentation showing that a good faith review of available sources was
conducted and there are not three available sources for the required service. Advertisement placements in radio, print, etc.
do not follow the same rules as they are sole-source media.
C. EVALUATION FORM
An evaluation is required for each project or event receiving Lodgers’ Tax Funds. Evaluations must be returned to the
Lodgers’ Tax Committee within 60 days of the completion of the project or event and will not be accepted with the
application. Award funds will not be reimbursed without complete submission of financial materials and the evaluation
form. The evaluation form will be mailed to your organization once City Council has awarded funds.
D. EXPENDITURES REPORT
A final report with substantiating documentation of expenditures is required 60 days after event. Recipients are responsible
for filing
financial reports and timely evaluation reports. After 60 days applicants will be given a first notification via
email and then two weeks later a final notification in certified mail. After the final notification, the award will be cancelled.
E. BRANDING REQUIREMENTS
All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds must list the City of Gallup Lodger’s Tax as a Contributor on all advertisements,
brochures and other mediated materials by using the GallupRealTrue logo. No previous Lodgers Tax logos will be accepted
on materials. Logos and guide will be provided at time of award notification and are always available for download at
www.gallupnm.gov
F. PHOTO REQUIREMENT
After the event/project you are required to submit a minimum of three (3) high resolution photos of your event to the City of
Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager for use in promotion on the City Tourism website and in additional tourism
marketing. Please provide a letter from the photographer with permission for usage in digital and print media that states
how the photographer wishes to be credited.
LODGERS’ TAX FUNDS GENERAL CONDITIONS 2021-2022 PROPOSALS
The City of Gallup’s Lodgers’ Tax Committee invites proposals to promote tourism and related activities. Best funding is
available for grant applicants the earlier they apply for their event. Note: These documents constitute a “Request for
Proposals” or RFP. It is a request for an offer. As such, it allows alternate offers or proposals to be considered and the terms
and conditions may be subject to negotiations to reach best and final offers. All information requested for submittal should
be included with the offer, and exceptions or alternates clearly noted.
NON-DISCRIMINATION: The City of Gallup does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age
or disability in the employment or the provision of services. Contractors shall be in compliance with the A.D.A. requirements.
INTERVIEWS: Interviews will be conducted with all responsible Offerors who submit proposals found to be reasonably likely
to be selected for award. Offerors submitting proposals will be afforded an opportunity for discussion and revision after
submission and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. The awards shall be made to the
responsible Offeror(s) whose proposals are most advantageous in promoting tourism in the City of Gallup.
Proposals shall be evaluated on the basis of demonstrated competence and qualification for the type of service required,
and based on the criteria set forth in the request for proposal. The Lodgers’ Tax Committee will evaluate all proposals and
conduct interviews.
The City is under no obligation to conduct any interviews or discussions with an Offeror. This request and all attachments
will be considered part of the resultant contract and/or purchase order.
APPROPRIATIONS: The terms of this agreement are contingent upon sufficient monies being made available by the City of
Gallup for the performance of this agreement. If sufficient appropriations and authorizations are not made by the City of
Gallup, this agreement shall terminate upon written notice being given by the City to the Contractor. The City’s decision as to
whether sufficient appropriations are available shall be accepted by the Contractor and shall be final.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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CONTACTS: If clarification is needed on the General Conditions of this proposal, contact the Tourism Office at (505) 8631227.
INCURRING COST: Any cost incurred by the Offeror in preparation, transmittal, cancellation, presentation of any proposal or
materials submitted in response to this RFP shall be borne solely by the Offeror.
AWARD: Tentative awards will be made by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee with recommendations to the City of Gallup Council,
for final approval.
Notice to Offeror(s): Unnecessarily elaborate responses beyond that sufficient to present a complete and effective response
to the solicitations are not desired and may be construed as an indication of the Offeror's’ lack of cost consciousness.
Unless specifically requested in the solicitation, elaborate art work, corporate brochures, lengthy narratives, expensive paper,
specialized binding, and other extraneous presentation materials are neither necessary nor desired.
THE CITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS IN WHOLE OR IN PART, TO WAIVE INFORMALITIES
OR TECHNICALITIES AT ITS OPTION, AND TO ACCEPT THE PROPOSAL IT DEEMS TO BE IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CITY OF GALLUP.
The undersigned certifies that they have read and understand the above general conditions and that they accept these
condition and submit the attached proposal in full compliance with these conditions and the applicable proposal
specifications. In submitting this proposal, the offeror represents that the offeror has familiarized themselves with the
nature and extent of the request for proposals dealing with Federal, State, and Local requirements which are a part of these
request for proposals. The offeror will comply with all applicable federal and state laws, local ordinances, and the rules and
regulations of all authorities having jurisdiction over the services being proposed.
Evaluations and financial statements are a requirement of the proposal and must be submitted in a timely manner, but no
later than sixty (60) days after the event or project is completed. Failure to submit appropriate reimbursement materials and
accurate evaluation statements may jeopardize future awards.

Type your name to acknowledge you have read the general conditions *
Tod Hammock

Financial Disclosures
I/We certify that I/we am/are authorized to act on behalf of the organization making this
application and that the statements herein are complete and accurate to the best of my
knowledge. If funded, we will keep a clear and accurate accounting of how the funds were
used. We will evaluate the use of funds as required and approved by the City of Gallup, and will
deliver an evaluation report to the City no more than (60) days after the event or project
completion. TYPE YOUR NAME AS A SIGNATURE *
Tod Hammock

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNgBWKwlAW8cAHhwcZo_EKedbL…
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I/We agree that if I/we am/are awarded Lodger's Tax by the City of Gallup it can only be used
for advertising, publicizing, promoting and marketing of the above named event and agrees to
use GallupRealTrue logos in their materials. I/we further understand and agree that the
Lodger's Tax funds awarded will not be advanced by the City of Gallup, but that upon
presentment of PAID RECEIPTS with proof of payment and appropriate artwork/proofs/copy by
undersigned to the City of Gallup, the City of Gallup will reimburse undersigned for the
advertising, publicizing, promoting and/or marketing expenses incurred. TYPE YOUR NAME AS
A SIGNATURE *
Tod Hammock

The City of Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager will contact you after receipt of this
application with any questions or clarifications. In addition, she will notify you of the date of
the next Lodger's Tax meeting during which your application will be considered.
Applications falling outside the required windows in Section 1 of this application will not be
considered for funding. Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov with any
questions.

This form was created inside of City of Gallup.

Forms
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RED ROCK 100 DESERT RACE, SEPT 25-26 $10,000

Lodgers Tax Application Events July 1, 2021June 30, 2022
Application Deadlines:
• May 18, 5pm deadline: Round 1- all events before September 30, 2021 required; later events optional.
Lodger’s Tax meeting on May 19th at 11:00 am in El Morro Events Center. Must submit by May 18th for
consideration. Funding recommendations will be taken to City Council for approval on May 25th.
• August 6, 5pm deadline: Round 2- all events between October 1-December 31 required; later events
optional
• December 10, 5pm deadline: Round 3- all events between January 1- March 31, 2022 required; later events
optional
• February 25, 5pm deadline: Round 4- all events remaining before June 30, 2022.
Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov to speak to Jennifer for application assistance.
If you realize you would like to change your application or make a correction, email that information to:
jlazarz@gallupnm.gov prior to the application deadline. Applications may not be altered after the deadline.

Email *
gkirk64@yahoo.com

Eligibility and Criteria
ELIGIBILITY: Any organization that promotes travel and tourism for the benefit of the Gallup area, has an established
organization and leadership, can accomplish the proposed project, and can comply with all applicable conditions. The
application will be reviewed by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee for recommendation for approval or disapproval by the City
Council. Decisions will be returned in writing to the applicant indicating approval or disapproval.
CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL: The following guidelines will be used to evaluate proposals: Tourism Promotion; Innovativeness;
Funding History; Marketing Effectiveness; Timeline of Advertising/Marketing Plan; Project Business and Marketing Scope;
Past and Projected Results and Project Evaluation. (Funding for food, operations, to the section on eligible expenses). Only
one application per event/project. Multiple organizations may not apply for the same event.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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Eligible and Ineligible Expenses
Allowed:
Print Ads
Digital Space, digital newsletters, static ads
Social Media
Billboards
Radio
Print guides/magazines- with no advertising or sponsorships sold
Website- only to Gallup specific event, not whole business or other events. One time design, annual fee for domains
Photo and video (required to submit 3 photos and/or 1 video from service)
Prizes and Awards: May include banners, trophies, saddles, buckles. Must have tourism logo, may include shared
sponsorship
Not Allowed:
Resale of any Lodger's Tax funded materials
Sale of sponsorship space on a Lodger's Tax print or digital advertising medium
Back numbers
Tickets, admission badges
Banners- exception: for a sports team prize/award. Not allowed for posting sponsorships, event schedules, or other on-site
purposes
tents or other physical structures
Give-aways- t-shirts, hats, cups, small items, sports equipment (balls, frisbees, etc). These items may not be considered
awards.
Event Operations (including food)

I have read and reviewed the expenses allowed/not-allowed above. Type your name indicating
your signature: *
Greg Kirk

Contact Information

Event Name *
Red Rock 100 Desert Race

Organization Hosting the Event (on W9) *
Red Rock Motorsports Club, Inc

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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Event Dates *
Sept 25-26, 2021

Contact Person Name *
Greg Kirk

Contact Person Email *
gkirk64@yahoo.com

Contact Person Phone *
5058707278

Organizer Address *
3303 Churchrock St, Gallup NM

Interview Questions
Please fill out the questions below with regard to your event and its budget.

Describe the overall project or event- what is happening at the event? How many years have
you been doing the event? What is new this year? *
This is Round 2 of the GasIt Offroad Racing Series. This will be our 10th year.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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Describe the schedule of your event- please be specific with dates and times *
Sept 25 - Morning Mx race, later afternoon pre-ride for desert course. Sept 26 Red Rock 100 Desert Race *8
am -1 pm

Who is the target audience for your event advertising if you receive the grant funding? Who
are you trying to attract to the event? *
Offroad racers/enthusiasts from NM, AZ, CO, UT and TX

Describe the regions/cities in which you plan to market your event outside of Gallup. *
Albuquerque, Farmington, Carlsbad, Las Cruces, Cortez, Flagstaff

Describe your event assessment/evaluation plans: how are you counting your participants,
where they are from, their hotel stays, and how you plan to share that assessment with the
City: *
Number of racers and their hometown is calculated from GasIt registration. Waivers signed at front gate will
tally spectators. Survey will be administered at front gate.

Funding Requests

How much grant funding are you requesting? *
10,000

Total anticipated event cost, including marketing? *
20,000

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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Number of anticipated event staff and volunteers *
25

Anticipated Event Attendance *
800

Grant Request- Advertising Budget
Please list your advertising budget.
The items listed within this budget are the only reimbursable items after funds are awarded. •
Modifications to your
plan may only take place with regards to variation in dates of publication. • Items not listed within the application at the
time of approval will not be reimbursed. The Lodgers Tax Committee reserves the right to deny funding of specific items
within this budget during their recommendation to City Council. • Only include items here that you wish to have funded
by the grant.

Advertising Budget- list advertising company, type of ad, month the ad/promotion will run, and
the cost *
Facebook $500 (July -Sept); Butler's $700 (print/flyers (Aug-Sept); Millennium Media(radio) $500 (AugSept); Sign Vision (design of flyers) $900; Gallup Journey $600 (Sept); Rev Designs (plaques/stickers)
$5000. Total $8,200

Type your event budget here. This must include your advertising grant request amount. Please
specify all costs including personnel, facility rental, security, and other event expenses. *
T-shirts $2,000; port-a-potties $600; heavy equipment rental $1,000; fuel $600; water truck $1,500; trash
removal $50; radios/repeater $600; EMS $2,500; Mapping/markers $250; food/drinks $400; insurance
$1300; stat supplies$200; trail maintenance/safety $200; advertising 8,200 = $19,400

General Conditions
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES
A.

EVENT DATES, CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds are responsible for completing the proposed project within the approved time-period
upon the application. Changes to event dates must be submitted in writing no less than 30 days prior to the event. Should an
event get moved outside of the Fiscal Year the grant award is automatically terminated and a new application must be
submitted for the next Fiscal Year. In the instance an event is cancelled due to a governor Public Health Order, Lodger’s Tax
funding remains intact and will be reimbursed, but may not be rolled into a new fiscal year.
B. TIMELINE FOR FUNDING REQUESTS AND REIMBURSEMENT RULES
No later than 60 days after the event:
1. The organizer of the event/grant recipient will submit to the Tourism and Marketing office the following:
receipts/invoices that are indicated paid by the vendor, artwork/images of the advertisements or promotional items, and
proof of payment to the vendors (cancelled checks, Credit Card receipts and/or Statements, or bank statements only)
2. Event organizers may submit up to three requests for reimbursement toward their grant allotment.
3. Unless explicitly authorized by the City Council, event promoters may not contract with or authorize payment to
themselves, family members (Defined as related by blood, adoption, or marriage to the third degree of kinship and includes
spouses, parents, children, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces, and nephews), or any entity in which
the event promoter has a financial interest to provide SERVICES (services include design, website update, file downloads,
etc. Services are typically but not always billable by time). In the instance that the event promoter wishes to use the services
of a family member as defined above, the event promoter must obtain and submit three written quotes for the required
service unless the event promoter submits documentation showing that a good faith review of available sources was
conducted and there are not three available sources for the required service. Advertisement placements in radio, print, etc.
do not follow the same rules as they are sole-source media.
C. EVALUATION FORM
An evaluation is required for each project or event receiving Lodgers’ Tax Funds. Evaluations must be returned to the
Lodgers’ Tax Committee within 60 days of the completion of the project or event and will not be accepted with the
application. Award funds will not be reimbursed without complete submission of financial materials and the evaluation
form. The evaluation form will be mailed to your organization once City Council has awarded funds.
D. EXPENDITURES REPORT
A final report with substantiating documentation of expenditures is required 60 days after event. Recipients are responsible
for filing
financial reports and timely evaluation reports. After 60 days applicants will be given a first notification via
email and then two weeks later a final notification in certified mail. After the final notification, the award will be cancelled.
E. BRANDING REQUIREMENTS
All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds must list the City of Gallup Lodger’s Tax as a Contributor on all advertisements,
brochures and other mediated materials by using the GallupRealTrue logo. No previous Lodgers Tax logos will be accepted
on materials. Logos and guide will be provided at time of award notification and are always available for download at
www.gallupnm.gov
F. PHOTO REQUIREMENT
After the event/project you are required to submit a minimum of three (3) high resolution photos of your event to the City of
Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager for use in promotion on the City Tourism website and in additional tourism
marketing. Please provide a letter from the photographer with permission for usage in digital and print media that states
how the photographer wishes to be credited.
LODGERS’ TAX FUNDS GENERAL CONDITIONS 2021-2022 PROPOSALS
The City of Gallup’s Lodgers’ Tax Committee invites proposals to promote tourism and related activities. Best funding is
available for grant applicants the earlier they apply for their event. Note: These documents constitute a “Request for
Proposals” or RFP. It is a request for an offer. As such, it allows alternate offers or proposals to be considered and the terms
and conditions may be subject to negotiations to reach best and final offers. All information requested for submittal should
be included with the offer, and exceptions or alternates clearly noted.
NON-DISCRIMINATION: The City of Gallup does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age
or disability in the employment or the provision of services. Contractors shall be in compliance with the A.D.A. requirements.
INTERVIEWS: Interviews will be conducted with all responsible Offerors who submit proposals found to be reasonably likely
to be selected for award. Offerors submitting proposals will be afforded an opportunity for discussion and revision after
submission and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. The awards shall be made to the
responsible Offeror(s) whose proposals are most advantageous in promoting tourism in the City of Gallup.
Proposals shall be evaluated on the basis of demonstrated competence and qualification for the type of service required,
and based on the criteria set forth in the request for proposal. The Lodgers’ Tax Committee will evaluate all proposals and
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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conduct interviews.
The City is under no obligation to conduct any interviews or discussions with an Offeror. This request and all attachments
will be considered part of the resultant contract and/or purchase order.
APPROPRIATIONS: The terms of this agreement are contingent upon sufficient monies being made available by the City of
Gallup for the performance of this agreement. If sufficient appropriations and authorizations are not made by the City of
Gallup, this agreement shall terminate upon written notice being given by the City to the Contractor. The City’s decision as to
whether sufficient appropriations are available shall be accepted by the Contractor and shall be final.
CONTACTS: If clarification is needed on the General Conditions of this proposal, contact the Tourism Office at (505) 8631227.
INCURRING COST: Any cost incurred by the Offeror in preparation, transmittal, cancellation, presentation of any proposal or
materials submitted in response to this RFP shall be borne solely by the Offeror.
AWARD: Tentative awards will be made by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee with recommendations to the City of Gallup Council,
for final approval.
Notice to Offeror(s): Unnecessarily elaborate responses beyond that sufficient to present a complete and effective response
to the solicitations are not desired and may be construed as an indication of the Offeror's’ lack of cost consciousness.
Unless specifically requested in the solicitation, elaborate art work, corporate brochures, lengthy narratives, expensive paper,
specialized binding, and other extraneous presentation materials are neither necessary nor desired.
THE CITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS IN WHOLE OR IN PART, TO WAIVE INFORMALITIES
OR TECHNICALITIES AT ITS OPTION, AND TO ACCEPT THE PROPOSAL IT DEEMS TO BE IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CITY OF GALLUP.
The undersigned certifies that they have read and understand the above general conditions and that they accept these
condition and submit the attached proposal in full compliance with these conditions and the applicable proposal
specifications. In submitting this proposal, the offeror represents that the offeror has familiarized themselves with the
nature and extent of the request for proposals dealing with Federal, State, and Local requirements which are a part of these
request for proposals. The offeror will comply with all applicable federal and state laws, local ordinances, and the rules and
regulations of all authorities having jurisdiction over the services being proposed.
Evaluations and financial statements are a requirement of the proposal and must be submitted in a timely manner, but no
later than sixty (60) days after the event or project is completed. Failure to submit appropriate reimbursement materials and
accurate evaluation statements may jeopardize future awards.

Type your name to acknowledge you have read the general conditions *
Greg Kirk

Financial Disclosures

I/We certify that I/we am/are authorized to act on behalf of the organization making this
application and that the statements herein are complete and accurate to the best of my
knowledge. If funded, we will keep a clear and accurate accounting of how the funds were
used. We will evaluate the use of funds as required and approved by the City of Gallup, and will
deliver an evaluation report to the City no more than (60) days after the event or project
completion. TYPE YOUR NAME AS A SIGNATURE *
Greg Kirk

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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I/We agree that if I/we am/are awarded Lodger's Tax by the City of Gallup it can only be used
for advertising, publicizing, promoting and marketing of the above named event and agrees to
use GallupRealTrue logos in their materials. I/we further understand and agree that the
Lodger's Tax funds awarded will not be advanced by the City of Gallup, but that upon
presentment of PAID RECEIPTS with proof of payment and appropriate artwork/proofs/copy by
undersigned to the City of Gallup, the City of Gallup will reimburse undersigned for the
advertising, publicizing, promoting and/or marketing expenses incurred. TYPE YOUR NAME AS
A SIGNATURE *
Greg Kirk

The City of Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager will contact you after receipt of this
application with any questions or clarifications. In addition, she will notify you of the date of
the next Lodger's Tax meeting during which your application will be considered.
Applications falling outside the required windows in Section 1 of this application will not be
considered for funding. Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov with any
questions.

This form was created inside of City of Gallup.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNjcPzasEfWpuoxM8EOI5ai51qarfrr…
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FRIENDS OF HUBBELL SEP 25 REQUEST $4,500

Lodgers Tax Application Events July 1, 2021June 30, 2022
Application Deadlines:
• May 18, 5pm deadline: Round 1- all events before September 30, 2021 required; later events optional.
Lodger’s Tax meeting on May 19th at 11:00 am in El Morro Events Center. Must submit by May 18th for
consideration. Funding recommendations will be taken to City Council for approval on May 25th.
• August 6, 5pm deadline: Round 2- all events between October 1-December 31 required; later events
optional
• December 10, 5pm deadline: Round 3- all events between January 1- March 31, 2022 required; later events
optional
• February 25, 5pm deadline: Round 4- all events remaining before June 30, 2022.
Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov to speak to Jennifer for application assistance.
If you realize you would like to change your application or make a correction, email that information to:
jlazarz@gallupnm.gov prior to the application deadline. Applications may not be altered after the deadline.

Email *
flkohler@gmail.com

Eligibility and Criteria
ELIGIBILITY: Any organization that promotes travel and tourism for the benefit of the Gallup area, has an established
organization and leadership, can accomplish the proposed project, and can comply with all applicable conditions. The
application will be reviewed by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee for recommendation for approval or disapproval by the City
Council. Decisions will be returned in writing to the applicant indicating approval or disapproval.
CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL: The following guidelines will be used to evaluate proposals: Tourism Promotion; Innovativeness;
Funding History; Marketing Effectiveness; Timeline of Advertising/Marketing Plan; Project Business and Marketing Scope;
Past and Projected Results and Project Evaluation. (Funding for food, operations, to the section on eligible expenses). Only
one application per event/project. Multiple organizations may not apply for the same event.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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Eligible and Ineligible Expenses
Allowed:
Print Ads
Digital Space, digital newsletters, static ads
Social Media
Billboards
Radio
Print guides/magazines- with no advertising or sponsorships sold
Website- only to Gallup specific event, not whole business or other events. One time design, annual fee for domains
Photo and video (required to submit 3 photos and/or 1 video from service)
Prizes and Awards: May include banners, trophies, saddles, buckles. Must have tourism logo, may include shared
sponsorship
Not Allowed:
Resale of any Lodger's Tax funded materials
Sale of sponsorship space on a Lodger's Tax print or digital advertising medium
Back numbers
Tickets, admission badges
Banners- exception: for a sports team prize/award. Not allowed for posting sponsorships, event schedules, or other on-site
purposes
tents or other physical structures
Give-aways- t-shirts, hats, cups, small items, sports equipment (balls, frisbees, etc). These items may not be considered
awards.
Event Operations (including food)

I have read and reviewed the expenses allowed/not-allowed above. Type your name indicating
your signature: *
Frank Kohler

Contact Information

Event Name *
Friends of Hubbell Native American Auction

Organization Hosting the Event (on W9) *
Friends of Hubbell

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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Event Dates *
September 25, 2021

Contact Person Name *
Frank Kohler

Contact Person Email *
flkohler@gmail.com

Contact Person Phone *
602-571-1122

Organizer Address *
PO BOX 25603, Scottsdale, Arizona 85255

Interview Questions
Please fill out the questions below with regard to your event and its budget.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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Describe the overall project or event- what is happening at the event? How many years have
you been doing the event? What is new this year? *
Live Native American auction featuring items from Navajo, Hopi, and Zuni artists. Rugs, blankets, carvings,
fetish items, jewelry, clothing. Conducting the auction since 1990. This will be our 5th year in Gallup at the
Gallup Community Center. New to the auction this year will be an increased number of additional Native
American artists. There will also be live carving and weaving demonstrations during preview of items for the
auction.

Describe the schedule of your event- please be specific with dates and times *
Intake of auction items from Artists will take place at the Gallup Community Center three day prior to the
date of the live auction. Intake will be held on September 22-24, 2021. Intake hours are 12-5 on 9/22, 9-5 on
9/23, and 9-12 on 9/24. The live auction will be held on Saturday September 25, 2021 starting at noon, with
approx. 400 items to be auctioned. The auction ends at approximately 6:00 PM on 9/25

Who is the target audience for your event advertising if you receive the grant funding? Who
are you trying to attract to the event? *
Our target audience is collectors of Native American goods from noted artists, carvers and weavers. We
also are hoping to expand the access of Native American crafts to tourism in the four corners region. We
are trying to attract any one who has an interest in this art form and its long standing traditions.

Describe the regions/cities in which you plan to market your event outside of Gallup. *
Auction to be Marketed primarily to the 4 corners region. Target marketing in Phoenix, Tucson, Flagsatf,
Winslow, Holbrook, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Durango, Cortez, S. California.We have targeted mail program to
3000 plus past attendees and collectors cars the Southwest and other parts of the US.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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Describe your event assessment/evaluation plans: how are you counting your participants,
where they are from, their hotel stays, and how you plan to share that assessment with the
City: *
Track attendance, sales through invoices, membership applications, advertising notice all reported to City of
Gallup Tourism. Track attendees from mailings and post card invites.

Funding Requests

How much grant funding are you requesting? *
$4500

Total anticipated event cost, including marketing? *
$100,000.00

Number of anticipated event staff and volunteers *
20

Anticipated Event Attendance *
200

Grant Request- Advertising Budget
Please list your advertising budget.
The items listed within this budget are the only reimbursable items after funds are awarded. •
Modifications to your
plan may only take place with regards to variation in dates of publication. • Items not listed within the application at the
time of approval will not be reimbursed. The Lodgers Tax Committee reserves the right to deny funding of specific items
within this budget during their recommendation to City Council. • Only include items here that you wish to have funded
by the grant.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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Advertising Budget- list advertising company, type of ad, month the ad/promotion will run, and
the cost *
Arizona PBS, TV & Radio, September 2021, $500
New Mexico PBS, TV & Radio, September 2021, $500
AINATA, Publication insert, September 2021, $300
FACEBOOK, Digital insert, electronic, September 2021 $300
Gallup Journey, Print ad, September 2021, $300
Indian Trader, Print Ad, September 2021, $300
Buyer and Artist Auction Postcard Mailing, 3000+ September 2021 $1600
Friends of Hubbell Membership Flyer Mailing, Fall 2021 $100

Type your event budget here. This must include your advertising grant request amount. Please
specify all costs including personnel, facility rental, security, and other event expenses. *
Advertising Grant Request. $4500
Artist Payment for Auction Items entered/sold $80,000
Vendor Mailing Artist Booth @ auction. $190
Auction Catalog Printing $200
Auction Site Insurance. $100
Bulk Mailing Fees. $400
Gallup Community Center Rental space for auction $1500
Auction Security. $800
Credit Card Processing Fees $3100
Auction Supplie $250
Auctioneer Fees $6000 (estimate)

General Conditions
REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES
A. EVENT DATES, CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES
All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds are responsible for completing the proposed project within the approved time-period
upon the application. Changes to event dates must be submitted in writing no less than 30 days prior to the event. Should an
event get moved outside of the Fiscal Year the grant award is automatically terminated and a new application must be
submitted for the next Fiscal Year. In the instance an event is cancelled due to a governor Public Health Order, Lodger’s Tax
funding remains intact and will be reimbursed, but may not be rolled into a new fiscal year.
B. TIMELINE FOR FUNDING REQUESTS AND REIMBURSEMENT RULES
No later than 60 days after the event:
1. The organizer of the event/grant recipient will submit to the Tourism and Marketing office the following:
receipts/invoices that are indicated paid by the vendor, artwork/images of the advertisements or promotional items, and
proof of payment to the vendors (cancelled checks, Credit Card receipts and/or Statements, or bank statements only)
2. Event organizers may submit up to three requests for reimbursement toward their grant allotment.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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3. Unless explicitly authorized by the City Council, event promoters may not contract with or authorize payment to
themselves, family members (Defined as related by blood, adoption, or marriage to the third degree of kinship and includes
spouses, parents, children, siblings, grandparents, grandchildren, aunts, uncles, nieces, and nephews), or any entity in which
the event promoter has a financial interest to provide SERVICES (services include design, website update, file downloads,
etc. Services are typically but not always billable by time). In the instance that the event promoter wishes to use the services
of a family member as defined above, the event promoter must obtain and submit three written quotes for the required
service unless the event promoter submits documentation showing that a good faith review of available sources was
conducted and there are not three available sources for the required service. Advertisement placements in radio, print, etc.
do not follow the same rules as they are sole-source media.
C. EVALUATION FORM
An evaluation is required for each project or event receiving Lodgers’ Tax Funds. Evaluations must be returned to the
Lodgers’ Tax Committee within 60 days of the completion of the project or event and will not be accepted with the
application. Award funds will not be reimbursed without complete submission of financial materials and the evaluation
form. The evaluation form will be mailed to your organization once City Council has awarded funds.
D. EXPENDITURES REPORT
A final report with substantiating documentation of expenditures is required 60 days after event. Recipients are responsible
for filing
financial reports and timely evaluation reports. After 60 days applicants will be given a first notification via
email and then two weeks later a final notification in certified mail. After the final notification, the award will be cancelled.
E. BRANDING REQUIREMENTS
All recipients of Lodgers’ Tax funds must list the City of Gallup Lodger’s Tax as a Contributor on all advertisements,
brochures and other mediated materials by using the GallupRealTrue logo. No previous Lodgers Tax logos will be accepted
on materials. Logos and guide will be provided at time of award notification and are always available for download at
www.gallupnm.gov
F. PHOTO REQUIREMENT
After the event/project you are required to submit a minimum of three (3) high resolution photos of your event to the City of
Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager for use in promotion on the City Tourism website and in additional tourism
marketing. Please provide a letter from the photographer with permission for usage in digital and print media that states
how the photographer wishes to be credited.
LODGERS’ TAX FUNDS GENERAL CONDITIONS 2021-2022 PROPOSALS
The City of Gallup’s Lodgers’ Tax Committee invites proposals to promote tourism and related activities. Best funding is
available for grant applicants the earlier they apply for their event. Note: These documents constitute a “Request for
Proposals” or RFP. It is a request for an offer. As such, it allows alternate offers or proposals to be considered and the terms
and conditions may be subject to negotiations to reach best and final offers. All information requested for submittal should
be included with the offer, and exceptions or alternates clearly noted.
NON-DISCRIMINATION: The City of Gallup does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age
or disability in the employment or the provision of services. Contractors shall be in compliance with the A.D.A. requirements.
INTERVIEWS: Interviews will be conducted with all responsible Offerors who submit proposals found to be reasonably likely
to be selected for award. Offerors submitting proposals will be afforded an opportunity for discussion and revision after
submission and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers. The awards shall be made to the
responsible Offeror(s) whose proposals are most advantageous in promoting tourism in the City of Gallup.
Proposals shall be evaluated on the basis of demonstrated competence and qualification for the type of service required,
and based on the criteria set forth in the request for proposal. The Lodgers’ Tax Committee will evaluate all proposals and
conduct interviews.
The City is under no obligation to conduct any interviews or discussions with an Offeror. This request and all attachments
will be considered part of the resultant contract and/or purchase order.
APPROPRIATIONS: The terms of this agreement are contingent upon sufficient monies being made available by the City of
Gallup for the performance of this agreement. If sufficient appropriations and authorizations are not made by the City of
Gallup, this agreement shall terminate upon written notice being given by the City to the Contractor. The City’s decision as to
whether sufficient appropriations are available shall be accepted by the Contractor and shall be final.
CONTACTS: If clarification is needed on the General Conditions of this proposal, contact the Tourism Office at (505) 8631227.
INCURRING COST: Any cost incurred by the Offeror in preparation, transmittal, cancellation, presentation of any proposal or
materials submitted in response to this RFP shall be borne solely by the Offeror.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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AWARD: Tentative awards will be made by the Lodgers’ Tax Committee with recommendations to the City of Gallup Council,
for final approval.
Notice to Offeror(s): Unnecessarily elaborate responses beyond that sufficient to present a complete and effective response
to the solicitations are not desired and may be construed as an indication of the Offeror's’ lack of cost consciousness.
Unless specifically requested in the solicitation, elaborate art work, corporate brochures, lengthy narratives, expensive paper,
specialized binding, and other extraneous presentation materials are neither necessary nor desired.
THE CITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS IN WHOLE OR IN PART, TO WAIVE INFORMALITIES
OR TECHNICALITIES AT ITS OPTION, AND TO ACCEPT THE PROPOSAL IT DEEMS TO BE IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE
CITY OF GALLUP.
The undersigned certifies that they have read and understand the above general conditions and that they accept these
condition and submit the attached proposal in full compliance with these conditions and the applicable proposal
specifications. In submitting this proposal, the offeror represents that the offeror has familiarized themselves with the
nature and extent of the request for proposals dealing with Federal, State, and Local requirements which are a part of these
request for proposals. The offeror will comply with all applicable federal and state laws, local ordinances, and the rules and
regulations of all authorities having jurisdiction over the services being proposed.
Evaluations and financial statements are a requirement of the proposal and must be submitted in a timely manner, but no
later than sixty (60) days after the event or project is completed. Failure to submit appropriate reimbursement materials and
accurate evaluation statements may jeopardize future awards.

Type your name to acknowledge you have read the general conditions *
Frank Kohler

Financial Disclosures
I/We certify that I/we am/are authorized to act on behalf of the organization making this
application and that the statements herein are complete and accurate to the best of my
knowledge. If funded, we will keep a clear and accurate accounting of how the funds were
used. We will evaluate the use of funds as required and approved by the City of Gallup, and will
deliver an evaluation report to the City no more than (60) days after the event or project
completion. TYPE YOUR NAME AS A SIGNATURE *
Frank Kohler

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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I/We agree that if I/we am/are awarded Lodger's Tax by the City of Gallup it can only be used
for advertising, publicizing, promoting and marketing of the above named event and agrees to
use GallupRealTrue logos in their materials. I/we further understand and agree that the
Lodger's Tax funds awarded will not be advanced by the City of Gallup, but that upon
presentment of PAID RECEIPTS with proof of payment and appropriate artwork/proofs/copy by
undersigned to the City of Gallup, the City of Gallup will reimburse undersigned for the
advertising, publicizing, promoting and/or marketing expenses incurred. TYPE YOUR NAME AS
A SIGNATURE *
Frank Kohler

The City of Gallup Tourism and Marketing Manager will contact you after receipt of this
application with any questions or clarifications. In addition, she will notify you of the date of
the next Lodger's Tax meeting during which your application will be considered.
Applications falling outside the required windows in Section 1 of this application will not be
considered for funding. Call (505) 863-1227 or email jlazarz@gallupnm.gov with any
questions.

This form was created inside of City of Gallup.

Forms

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12pTJ61BwZyB0KVkYvQRwHvWVEB6ZgcKboi--W-ojhNI/edit#response=ACYDBNhiLR02nKnFIpO78JOQZ-SdtY3Q…
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PLAN FOR GRANT AMOUNT REQUESTED
Fill out this chart with your spending plan and the costs for these items. PLEASE NOTE ALLOWED & NOT ALLOWED
EXPENSES ON PAGE 4 OF THE APPLICATION.
• The items listed within this budget are the only reimbursable items after funds are awarded.
• Modifications to your plan may only take place with regards to variation in dates of publication.
• Items not listed within the application at the time of approval will not be reimbursed. The Lodgers Tax Committee
reserves the right to deny funding of specific items within this budget during their recommendation to City Council.
• You may attach a separate sheet in lieu of filling out this page.
• Quotes are recommended but not required at this time, however they will strengthen your application.
• Only include items on this chart that you wish to have funded by the grant.
Advertising/Promotion
Company/Provider

Type of Ad/Promotion

When will the
Cost
advertisement run? !Month)
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